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ABSTRACT
The electronic and optical properties of b.c.c. 
lithium were investigated using energy band theory. A 
self-consistent calculation of energy bands was performed 
using the LCAO method. The basis set consisted of nine 
s-type, six p-type, and three d-type Gaussian orbitals. 
Exchange was included according to the Xa method with 
a=2/3. Results are presented for the band structure, 
Fermi surface properties, cohesive energy and Compton 
profile. The distortions of the Fermi surface from free 
electron sphere are less than 4%. The optical and 
thermal effective mass ratios are 1.48 and 1.53 re­
spectively. The calculated cohesive energy is 0.124 Ry. 
The interband contribution to the optical conductivity 
was calculated including the k-variation of the momentum 
matrix elements up to 10 eVi The onset of direct inter­
band transition is predicted to occur at 3.28 eV.
CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this dissertation is to report an 
investigation of the electronic and optical properties of 
metallic lithium. Lithium is the simplest metal and
there has been considerable experimental work on its
1 2 3cohesive energy, Fermi surface distortion, ' momentum
4,5 . 6-8 distribution, ' and optical absorption, etc. which
need satisfactory theoretical explanation. Our main
objectives are as follows:
(1) To develop and test procedures for calculating 
energy bands and wave functions within the LCAO method 
using as basis states individual Gaussian orbitals 
instead of atomic functions.
(2) To calculate the total energy as a test of the 
numerical precision of our calculational methods.
(3) To test the ability of ordinary band theory to 
predict the observed Compton profile and interband 
optical conductivity.
The LCAO,or tight binding method as originally 
developed, was based on an expansion of the wave function 
for a band electron in a set of trial Bloch functions 
formed from wave functions for isolated atoms. The 
method was plagued by severe problems involving the 
computation of the numerous required integrals,
2particularly three center integrals. The calculational
difficulties were greatly reduced by Lin and collab- 
9 10orators ' who showed that the use of a Fourier expan­
sion for the crystal potential eliminated the necessity 
for explicit consideration of three center integrals.
They also pointed out the utility of the Gaussian-type 
orbitals (GTO) as basis functions for the expansion so 
that matrix elements of k-dependent operators could be 
obtained in closed form. In the tight binding method, the 
dimension of the Hamiltonian matrix is not very large. As 
a result, it is possible to calculate energy bands at a 
large number of points inside the Brillouin Zone (BZ).
In previous work, the band structures of 
transition metals have been investigated^ using 
a basis set consisting of atomic
wave functions (expressed as linear combinations of GTO) 
for all states except 3d, and independent GTO for the 3d 
state. The variational freedom of the basis sets would 
be increased and the accuracy of the results improved if 
it were possible to treat all the orbitals as independent. 
The present work is our first calculation of this type.
The plan for this dissertation is as follows. In 
Chapter II the previous band calculations on lithium 
will be reviewed with particular emphasis on the com­
parison of different methods and different crystal 
potentials. In Chapter III, the method of the present
3calculation will be briefly discussed and the results 
presented. In Chapter IV, the Fermi surface of Li and
i*
related quantities will be carefully discussed. Various
j
relevant comparisons with' experiment and other calcula-
}
tions will be attempted. The next two chapters will be 
devoted to the total energy and Compton profile calcula- ' 
tions. Comparison of the total energy of Li crystal with- 
the computed value of that for an isolated atom leads to 
a value for the cohesive energy of the metal. Both the 
results of cohesive energy and Compton profile, which is 
a measure of the electron momentum distribution, will be 
compared with corresponding experimental values.
Major emphasis has been placed on calculations of 
the optical conductivity. The one-elcctron theory of 
optical transitions and the method of calculation will 
be discussed in Chapter VII. Results are compared with 
experimental measurement.
Many quantities related to the optical properties 
are obtained as the by-products of the conductivity 
calculation. These are discussed in Chapter VIII.
In the last chapter, we present our conclusion 
concerning the investigation of the electronic and 
optical properties of Li.
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF BAND CALCULATIONS IN LITHIUM
The first investigations of the constitution of
12-14
simple alkali metals were made by Wigner and Seitz.
Their procedure involves the solution of the Schrodinger 
equation in one atomic cell subject to the boundary con­
ditions on the wave function and its derivatives implied
15by Bloch's theorem. This approach later developed
into the cellular method of band calculation. The
16potentials employed were semiempirical, constructed to
account for the observed energy spectra of the free
atoms. F. Seitz used this method to study metallic 
14lithium and obtained a value of 34 K-cal/mole for the
O
cohesive energy and a lattice constant of 3.53 A. These
values of cohesive energy differ by less than 15% from
experimental measurements.
17J. Bardeen modified the method of Seitz to include 
both s-and p-type radial wave functions inside the poly­
hedral cell while using the same effective ion potential.
He was able to obtain a simple formula for the reciprocal
2effective mass which is the coefficient of k in the ex­
pansion of E (k) by solving differential equations to ob­
tain first order corrections to the wave function. Bardeen 
also improved the method of calculating the Fermi energy 
‘ and obtained reasonable values for the lattice constant,
5compressibility and heat of sublimation for Li and Na.
The method of Wigner and Seitz involves the expansion
of energy of conduction electron as a power series of the
18square of wave number k. Silverman and Kohn and
19 4Silverman derived a formula for the coefficient of k
in the expansion of E(k) which Bardeen had neglected.
Silverman obtained a correction of +0.5 K cal/M to the
cohesive energy of Li by including this high order term.
However, the small correction obtained was smaller than
the experimental inaccuracy.
One of the earliest methods of treating electrons in
a crystal was to expand the wave function in terms of 
20plane waves (pw). The plane wave method has the defi­
ciency that the energy of the lowest root of the secular 
equation converges to the energy of the lowest ion-core 
level rather than to the energy of the lowest valence
band, and a very large number of pw are needed for con-
21vergence. Herring pointed out that-this difficulty can be re­
moved by using orthogonalized plane waves (OPW) in which 
the plane wave representing the valence electron are
22made orthogonal to the ion-core wave function. Parmenter
attempted a band calculation for Li using the OPW method.
The potential-used by Parmenter was a superposition
of atomic-like potentials and with a Slater effective 
23potential for the exchange. He obtained an occupied 
band width of 0.2984 Ry but he was unable to explain the
6soft X-ray K emission band satisfactorily.
24Wainwnght and Parzen applied a variational 
principle to calculate the valence energy bands of Li 
using the Seitz potential. They employed the Wannier 
functions of the crystal instead of the more usual Bloch . 
waves. They obtained a cohesive energy close to that ob­
tained by Seitz and a value of -0.755Ry for E(0). This 
value for the bottom of the valence band energy is.lower 
than the value of -0.6635Ry obtained by Seitz. They 
also obtained the occupied band width of 0.339Ry and a 
cohesive energy of 40.2 K cal/M, both of which were con­
siderably larger than the experimental results. It was
later realized that their calculation of the Is core
29level was incorrect.
All the previous work discussed involves only the
calculation of the lowest conduction band of the crystal.
In order to explain other physical phenomenons such as
optical transitions, the calculation of excited states
in solids was necessary. Using an improved cellular
method in which boundary conditions are applied at a
large number of points on the surface of the atomic
polyhedron rather than the Wigner-Seitz sphere, B.
25Schiff calculated the energy states of Li including 
some of the excited states. He determined the energy at 
the zone boundary (E (N^)-E (N^,)) to be 0.190Ry and found a 
cohesive energy of 34.5 Kg cal/M. The potential used by
Schiff was the same as Seitz.
The KKR method (or Green's function method), orig-
O C. O *7
inally developed by Lorringa, and Kohn and Rostoker,
employs a variational principle in which the Schrodinger
equation is transformed into a homogeneous integral equa-
37txon. The method was first applied to Li. A Green's 
function which satisfies the boundary conditions required 
by Bloch's theorem is first constructed and the boundary 
value problem can then be shown to be equivalent to a 
variational principle for a functional which depends on 
the trial wave function, the potential, and the Green's 
function. The trial wave function is expanded in terms 
of products of radial functions and spherical harmonics. 
The variational condition gives a set of linear equa­
tions. The E(k) relation is found by obtaining the zeroes 
of the determinant of the matrix of coefficients of these 
equations. This matrix consists of two parts, the first 
part is a geometrical structure constant characteristic 
of the type of the lattice which need be calculated only 
once for each type of the lattice. The second part in­
volves the logarithmic derivatives of the radial wave 
functions evaluated on the largest sphere which can be 
inserted within the atomic polyhedron.
The plane wave method described earlier, though 
simple in concept, has the difficulty of poor convergence.
This is due to the need for many waves of high wave 
numbers in order to give an adequate representation to
8the rapidly varying part of the core wave function near
28the nuclei. Brown and Krumhansl developed a modified 
plane wave method and applied it to Li. In their work, 
the trial function consisted mainly of plane waves of 
low wave number and auxiliary wave functions whose 
Fourier coefficients for high wave numbers approximate 
those of correct eigenfunctions. These auxiliary func­
tions were expanded in terms of cellular orbitals. Only 
the plane wave part of the trial function was subjected 
to variation and rapid convergence was obtained. By 
employing the same crystal potential, Brown and Krum-
2
hansl obtained bands close to those of Kohn and Rostoker.
29Glasser and Callaway, using the OPW method and 
Seitz's semiempirical potential calculated the energy 
levels of Li at highly symmetric points with the 
specific aim of obtaining unoccupied states. They ob­
tained a gap (E ( N - E  (N^ ,)) of 0.228 Ry at zone boundary.
30Three years later, Callaway extended the calculation to 
several points inside and on the face of the BZ. The 
method of Kubic harmonic expansion for E(k) was used to 
determine the density of states and Fermi energy which 
was determined to be 0.247 Ry above Ep. This precluded 
the possibility of the contact of the Fermi surface, 
with the zone boundary. The distortion of the Fermi 
surface was also estimated to be a bulge of about 5% in 
the 110 direction.
9The augmented plane wave (APW) method for band cal-
31culation was first suggested by Slater in 1937 and
32 33was developed m  the early 1950's. ' In this method,
different wave functions and one-electron potentials are 
assumed for the two different regions of the crystal 
described below. The crystal potential is approximated by 
a muffin-tin form in which the potential is assumed to be 
spherically symmetric within the inscribed spheres and constant 
outside. Inside the sphere, the electronic wave func­
tions are expanded in terms of products of radial wave 
functions and spherical harmonics. In regions between the 
spheres the expansion is in terms of plane waves. The 
expansions are made in such a way that.the wave functions 
are continuous across the boundaries of the spheres and 
the eigenvalue problem is solved by varying the wave 
functions so that the derivatives of the wave functions 
are also continuous across the boundary. The APW method 
is obviously computationally more difficult than the OPW 
or cellular method so this method was not utilized until
fast computing equipment became available. The method
34was applied to lithium by Schlosser and Schlosser and 
35Marcus. They studied the conduction band and Fermi 
surface extensively. The result of their band cal­
culation was very close to that obtained by Kohn and
27 . 30Rostoker but the agreement with Callaway's result
was only moderate. They attributed this to the slight
10
difference in the potential.
One development of the original cellular method of
3 6Wigner and Seitz is the quantum defect,method as
. . . 37originally derived by Kuhn and Van Vleck. In this
method the explicit construction of crystal potential is 
avoided. Instead, the spectroscopic energy levels of 
free atoms are used directly in calcula­
tions to obtain the logarithmic derivatives 
of radial wave functions. The method is particularly 
suitable for alkali metals where spectroscopic data are 
easy to interpret. The method is presumably able to take
into account some exchange, correlation, and relativistic
38effects. Using this method, F. S. Ham studied the 
energy bands of alkali metals as a function of lattice 
constant in great detail including the investigation of 
excited bands, various effective masses, density of 
states, Fermi surface distortions, etc. His results for 
Li were in fair agreement with these of Schlosser and 
Callaway with the exception of highly excited levels.
His results for the gap at N and the width of the occupied 
band are 0.202 Ry and 0.251 Ry respectively. He also 
predicted a distortion of Fermi surface of about 2.3% in
the 110 direction which is smaller than that predicted
„ 30by Callaway.
The concept of the tight binding approach for band 
structure calculations was probably the earliest one
11
15introduced. However, .'the subsequent utility of this
method was greatly hindered by the complexity of the
multicenter integrals involved. Most early calculations
using this approach used the unrealistic nearest neighbor
approximation to avoid the computation of multicenter
integrals. Thus only poor qualitative results could be
9
obtained. In 1966, Lafon and Lin reformulated the tight 
binding method. By expanding the crystal potential as 
a Fourier series in reciprocal space, the three center 
integrals can be reduced to two center integral
and a summation over reciprocal space. They applied 
the method to Li and showed that if sufficient variational 
freedom was obtained, the result could be as good as 
that of the APW or KKR method. Later, they also pointed^ 
out the utility of Gaussian-type orbitals as basis 
functions to facilitate the computation. Since then the 
method has been applied to the energy band calculation of 
many materials.
One essential problem in the band calculation is to 
make the potential self-consistent. Only with a self- 
consistent calculation can we use our results of band 
calculation with confidence. There is no 
guarantee that such a procedure will yield better results 
than the "Quantum Defect Method" or the "pseudopotential 
method" because the approximations are made to the potential in 
the beginning. However, self-consistent procedure is
12
inevitable in a first principle calculation. Nearly all
the methods described earlier can be made self-consistent
by using iterative procedures. Recently, there have
been quite few self-consistent calculations of the band
structure of Li, such as Rudge (APW),39 Lawrence (KKR),40
41Dagens and Perrot (APW, HF), and Perdew and Vosko 
42(OPW). We will not discuss the results of those cal­
culations here because in the *next chapter they will be 
discussed in detail in comparison with the present 
investigation.
The self-consistent procedure for the tight binding
43method was introduced by Callaway and Fry. The present
work is the first one to apply the self-consistent tight
binding calculation to Li. Some other works on Li that
44have to be mentioned are that of O'Keefe and Goddard
who did an ab initio pseudopotential calculation of Li
45band structure and that of Inoue, Asano and Yamashita 
who used the Fermi surface distortion as a criterion 
and compared the effects of different metal potentials 
on their band structures.
From the above review on the band structure calcula­
tions on Li, we can see that whenever there was a new 
method of band calculation or crystal potential con­
struction, Li was always used as a test to the new 
approach. While the agreements between different cal­
culations becomes closer as time developes, discrepancies
still exists. On the other hand, new experimental 
measurements in Li need to be explained which require 
better accuracy in the band calculation than that ob­
tained in the previous decade, and a thorough investiga­
tion on the electronic and optical properties of Li, is 
therefore, highly desirable.
CHAPTER III
BAND STRUCTURE
A. Tight Binding Method
The energy bands of Li in the B.C.C. phase were cal­
culated by applying the reformulated tight-binding method
9as first proposed by Lafon and Lin. This method has been
found to be very successful in calculations on alkali
9 46 11 47 48metals, ' transition metals, and alkali halides. '
In this method, the essential difficulty of computing
three center integrals is avoided by replacing them by
two center integrals followed by summation over reciprocal
lattice vectors. The lattice constant of Li was taken to 
49be 6.597 a . 3
The problem is to solve the Schrodinger equation for
-b ->•
the Bloch function 'l/n (k,r)
H V (ic,r) = E (it) Y (jc,r) (3.1)n n n
where
H = -V2 + V(r) (3.2)
and V(r) is the crystal potential function which will be
discussed in detail in Section B.
14
15
The wave function is expanded in a set of trial Bloch
, iic«S
<j>.(k,r) = —  E e y u . (r-R ) (3.4)
3 yw u 3 y
The orbitals are products of normalized radial 
functions of the form
the orbital exponent) and angular functions, which are 
real linear combinations of spherical harmonics. Our 
basis includes nine s-type, six p-type, and three d-type 
functions. -The exponents are listed in Table I. The
small exponents required in atomic calculations are not 
required to construct solid state wave functions because 
of the boundary condition at the polyhedral cell. The • 
present basis can be compared to the 9-s, 7-p functions 
contracted to 3 independent s and 3 independent p 
functions employed in Ref. 10.
functions <j)j (Jc,r)
^n (£,r) =  E cn j (£) ■ (ic,r) (3.3)
The <j>j (k,r) are linear combinations of Gaussian orbitals 
on the atomic sites.
R i .(r) " [ r a \ +3/27i i
l.+ 3 / 2
2(2r,.) 1 
i (3.5)
(in which JL is the relevant angular momentum and is
16
By substituting (3.2), (3.3), (3.4) into (3.1) the 
problem is equivalent to solving the determinantal equa­
tion
lHij(k) - S.. (it) E(£)| = o (3.6)
where H..(k) and S..(k) are the Hamiltonian and overlap1 j lj
matrix elements at point it inside the Brillouin zone.
Hij (it) = T±j (it) + V±j (it) (3.7)
and
. ^  -*■ ik* R
Tij(k) l e V
V u.(r) (-V^)u.(r-S )d3r i j v
(3.8a)
ik*R
vij<*>
v ui(r) V(r)Uj(r-Rv)d3r
(3.8b)
ik*R
s ij(k) £ e
V
V u^rJUj (r-R^) d3r (3.8c)
The potential V(r) is expanded in a Fourier series
17
.V(r)
ir*K,
2 e 
K„
V(KS) (3.9)
So the potential integral (3.8b) requires double summa-
• ^ tion, one over the reciprocal space Kg and another over
the direct space R^.
iic* R
V..(k) = I e 
J v
v 7s V(K„)
K s
ui(r)cos(r*Kg)
Uj (r-Rv)d3r (3.10)
Sufficient convergence must be obtained in both summa­
tions. It was observed that in reciprocal space, inte­
grals which have symmetries of the type SxSandSxPand those 
associated with Rv=0 have the slowest convergence. In 
most cases an integration process has to be used after 
summing up to a certain stage. The criterion for the 
direct space convergence is such that all the integrals
-7
wxth magnitudes smaller than .1x10 a.u. are to be excluded 
from the sum. It was noted that the present extended 
orbital method has faster direct space convergence than 
the case in which atomic waves are used in the basis 
function. This is because the extremely small exponents 
in the Gaussian orbitals are avoided. Extensive tests 
in which the overlap matrix was diagonalized at many 
points in the Brillouin zone indicated that none of the 
overlap eigenvalues was small enough to cause numerical
18
instability. The resulting Hamiltonian and overlap 
matrices are of dimension 42x42 at a general point of the 
Brillouin zone. The energy bands can then be directly 
obtained by solving Eq. (3.6).
B. Crystal Potential and Self-Consistency
The crystal potential is constructed from a super­
position of overlapping neutral atom charge densities
p(r). Exchange was included according to the Xa 
50method with a=2/3.
V(r) =  Z v (r-5 )
v
= Z v , (r-R ) + Z v , (r-R ) (3.11)coul v exch vv v
v , (r) = - —  + 2 coul r -4-(4 ~ d3rn (3.12)
o I? r ? i 1
p(r) = Z n |V (r)|2 (3.13)z e x,
Here, Z is the atomic number and n is the number of
&
electrons in each of the atomic states %. The summation
over I includes all the occupied electron states in the 
atomic ground state. The exchange potential is
V  -  2 -r f  r 3 P ( ^ )  l 1 / 3  /  n  •.
exch " 3 x (3-14)
19
Since V(r) has contributions from atoms at all sites in
the solid, (3.8b) is a three center integral. The atomic
functions ^(r) used are obtained from self-consistent
atomic field calculations for Li with Gaussian-type
51orbitals as basis madeby Huzmaga. To facilitate the 
evaluation of the three center integrals, the crystal 
potential is Fourier expanded as in (3.9). The resulting 
Fourier coefficient of potential is then given by
V(V  = Vcoul(KS> + VeXch(KS> (3-15)
Vcoul(KS> = V u l '01 + Vioul(KS> (3-16)
r
vCoui(0) = ' m  / f(?i)ri dri <3-171
v* (K ) = - SIZ + 32'TT2 
COul S fiK2 Q
-v  ->
p(r1)r1 sin(Kg*r;L)dr1
(Kg#)) (3.18)
° 3p(r1) j^ /3
Vexch(SS> ” - § £  <!> [— j— J’ sin(Ks‘r1>ar1
(3.19)
where
f(r) = 2 n | R. (r) |2 (3.20b)
£,occp
R^(r) is the radial part'of the atomic wave ^(r) , 
the volume of the unit cell and rQ is the usual Wigner- 
Seitz radius. With atomic waves with Gaussian-type of 
basis, vcoui^s^ can inte9rated analytically, while 
Vexch^S^ ^as to ca^culate<^  numerically. The self-
consistent procedure in the tight binding method was
43first formulated by Callaway and Fry which was found 
to be very successful in the energy band calculation of 
Ni.^ The details of the technique are described in Refe 
43, 11. A brief discussion of the process follows:
After (3.6) is solved we get the non-self-consistent 
bands En M  and the corresponding wave functions (k,r) . 
The new charge density can then be obtained from
P(r) = - I £ l r )  l2 (3.21)
n, occ k
!' <k,r> = ±_ 2 e v a .  (k)uf (r-R ) (3.22)
n m  \>,i ni i v
and its Fourier transform is
The new Fourier coefficients of coulomb potentials are 
then obtained from
Vcoul(KS> = Sj p (Kg) KsJ<0 , 
KS
(3
V .(0) = coul
4]i_
3S2
p(r) r dr (3
then
A Vcoul<*S> - Vcoul(SS> - Vcoul(*S> (3
A Vexch(KS> =
24tt ,2. 
fiKs l3;
r 3 ,1/3 r ,-k  1/3 
[47]
.25)
.26)
.27a)
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where A indicates the change in the Fourier coefficient 
and o indicates the corresponding value from the previous 
iteration. The new Hamiltonian was obtained after a 
correction to the potential was made.
and wave functions. The process can then be carried on 
until the desired self-consistency is obtained.
Approximately twenty iterations were required to 
achieve self-consistency. The iterative process wasstopped 
when the (110) Fourier coefficient of the coulomb poten­
tial did not change by more than 10  ^Ry. Changes in 
the lowest 100 rotationally independent Fourier co­
efficients of the crystal potential were considered. The 
charge density was sampled at 140 points in 1/48'th of 
the Brillouin zone in the final stages of the iterative 
process. The calculations were done using double pre­
cision arithmetic on an IBM 360-65.
coul S(K_) + A. Vexch S(Kc))
(3.28)
Dxagonalization of the new H. . (k) gives new energy bands
C. Results and Discussion
The energy bands resulting from these calculations 
are shown along some directions of symmetry in Fig. 1.
The numerical values of the energy level at some points 
of high symmetry are given in Table IV. In Table II and 
III the self-consistent’ results of the crystal charge 
density and the Fourier coefficient of potential are 
listed. In order to facilitate comparison of our results 
with those of other workers a table of energy levels 
relative to the lowest state is given in Table V.
Only the most recent self-consistent calculations by 
Rudge (APW, 1969), Lawrence (KKR, 1971), Dagens and 
Perrot (APW, HF 1973) , and Perdew and Vosko (OPW, 1974) 
are presented. There is a general agreement of our 
result with those calculations which differ from ours 
not only in the method of calculation, but also in the potential.
There is evidently an excellent agreement for states in 
the lowest band with the result of Dagens and Perrot using 
APW method and "muff in-tin” approximation for the potential . 
Some of the excited states disagree from other people's 
work by amounts up to 0.05 Ry.
The state H.^ nee^s special attention. The 
energy we calculate is close to the result of Lawrence but
is higher by 0.04-0.05 Ry than the other results. The 
exact reason for these discrepancies is not known but 
some simple investigation can be made. Since the state 
**12 '*‘s d-symmetry, the wave function at this point will 
automatically be orthogonal to the core wave functions,
24
a simple plane wave calculation for this state will be 
as good as an OPW calculation. We calculated the energy 
of this state using the Fourier coefficient of our self- 
consistent potential and the method of symmetric com­
bination of plane waves. The result is presented in 
Table VI. Good convergence is obtained since as many as 
168 plane waves are included in the calculation. The result 
differs from corresponding tight binding calculations 
only by amounts of 0.001 Ry, so the discrepancy between 
present calculation and those of other calculations are 
due to the difference in potential and may be related 
to the use of "muffin-tin" approximation in other works. 
It is also to be noted that although the final converged 
value from plane wave calculations is very close to the 
result of tight binding calculations, the energy value 
obtained by using 54 plane waves is already lower than 
the corresponding value obtained from tight binding cal­
culations. One other point of interest is the value of
energy gap EM , - E at the zone boundary. There is 
1 W1
good agreements among different calculations which differ 
at most about 0.01 Ry. Again, our result is most close 
to that of Lawrence and Dagens and Perrot.
CHAPTER IV 
FERMI SURFACE
A. Density of States and Fermi Energy
The density of states is a measure of the number of 
is p<
t
given by'
state er unit energy for a single spin direction. It is 
.52
G (E) = — 2-_ £ 
(2tt) Jl
d3k 6 <E-E£(ic)) (4.1)
BZ
where E^ (k) is the energy of the fc'th band and ft is the • 
volume of the unit cell. We calculated this quantity 
for Li bands using the Gilat Raubenheimer method 3^ in which 
(4.1) is changed to a surface integral of the form:
G (E) = — iL, I 
( 2 tt ) I
dS
k (4.2)
This method of numerical integration is more accurate 
than the conventional histogram method for the integra­
tion over the BZ. The density of states curve is shown 
in Fig. 2. It exhibits the free electron characteristic 
of having a parabolic rise at the bottom of the band and 
drops sharply when the zone edge is reached. The drop 
of the density of state curve is rather pronounced in Li 
indicating the deviation from spherical Fermi surface. 
The Fermi energy was determined to be -0.09171 Ry. To 
determine the Fermi energy, states are occupied in order
25
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of increasing energy until the number of occupied states
in the conduction band equals three per atom. The
occupied conduction band width is found to be 0.2536 Ry.
Comparison with other recent theoretical calculations is
shown in Table VII. The biggest difference between our
calculations and the results of others is about 0.018 Ry.
The experimental value of the band width is about 0.22 Ry
54by Grisp and Williams. The density of states at the Fermi 
surface is estimated to be 6.541 (Ry ■*■) .
B. Fermi Surface Distortion 
Comparison with Experiment
The determination of the Fermi surface is simple 
once the Fermi energy is obtained. For accurate results, 
energy levels at extra ^-points near the Fermi surface 
were calculated. Our calculated Fermi surface is a 
slightly distorted sphere. The distortion is conveniently 
characterized by parameters
4 V k ) - k °
n = 1<T -E—  E- (4.3)
* kp
/N A
in which k indicates a direction; kp(k) is the distance
to the surface in that direction, and k° is the radiusF
of a free electron Fermi sphere. Our calculated values
for n in the [100], [110] and [111] directions are given 
in Table VII. The largest distortion from spherical
shape is about 4% in [110] direction. These results can
55be compared with the estimates of Donaghy and Stewart
56 . .and Paciga and Williams from positron annihilation
experiments. However, the interpretations of such experi­
ments is not straightforward as there may be substantial 
corrections resulting from deviations of the electron and 
positron wave functions from plane waves. Errors due to 
statistical fluctuations may also be involved. Recently, 
de Haas-Van Alphen oscillations of the magnetic sus­
ceptibility in Li particles dispersed in paraffin wax 
57were observed. Although no detailed appraisal of the 
Fermi surface geometry was possible because the particles 
were randomly oriented with respect to the magnetic field, 
analysis showed the Fermi surface to be only slightly 
distorted from spherical form and not to be in contact 
with the zone boundary. In Table VII, we also list the 
values of Fermi surface distortion calculated by other 
investigators.’ Our values of ri^  seem to be closer to the 
experimental measurement but as mentioned earlier, con­
sistent experimental values have not been established.
The distortion of the Fermi surface implies that the area 
of the Fermi surface S should be slightly bigger than the
area S of the free electron Fermi sphere. We calculated o
S according to
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where kp is the Fermi radius vector. The functional 
form of kp(e,<f>) as a function of 0 and <j) is discussed in 
Appendix A. Our calculated results for the ratio S/So
is 1.0069 which can be compared with the corresponding
42value of 1.0026 obtained by Perdew and Vosko. The
*3 8value of 1.06 obtained by Ham seems to be too large.
C. Effective Masses, Method of Kubic Harmonic Expansion
Two important quantities, mQp and mT which are 
related to the shape of the Fermi surface can be ob­
tained. The optical effective mass ratio m /m which isop
useful in the optical calculation of Chapter.VII is given 
by
m
-°£ = 6 (— ) 3 [ 
m a d3k V2 EOc)]"1 (4.6)
SF
52and the thermo effective mass m^ is given by
mT
m 2TTk°
 dS
b
'FF S„ lVKE(S>
(4.7)
where m is the electron mass, a, the lattice constant,
and k° the free electron Fermi radius, m is the F op
measure of the electron velocity over the Fermi surface
and m is a measure of the inverse of the electron
T
velocity over the Fermi surface. To calculate these 
quantities, an empirical least square fit to E(Jc) is
made using a power series expansion through sixth order 
in k
E(fc) = Eq + E2k2 + k4 (E]1)+Ej2)K4^1)
(4.8)
K
4,1
and K6,1 are the fourth order and sixth order Kubic
harmonics normalized to 1. Only the points below the 
Fermi energy are used in the empirical fit. The 
accuragy of the fit is such that the largest difference
from the calculated E(k) is about 0.001 Ry at a general
point. The expansion coefficients thus obtained are
listed in Table VIII.
The details of integrating (4.5) and (4.6) together
with some useful formula are presented in Appendix A.
Equation (4.7) was integrated numerically over the Fermi
surface using an adaption of the linear analytic method
(Gilat-Raubenheimer) used to compute the density of
states. We find (m /m) = 1.48 and (m /m) = 1.53.op T
These results agree well with values of 1.47 and 1.50
45 42calculated by Perdew and Vosko. Rudge calculated 
the value of m^ to be 1.651 and 1.548 using a=2/3 and 
a=l for the exchange respectively. It is not understood 
why our result with a=2/3 should agree better with his 
result with a=l. Comparisons with other calculations
30
and experimental values are summarized in Table VII.
58The experimental value of 2.19 for the thermal
effective mass indicates a mass enhancement of 44%. Our
results of effective masses satisfy the band structure
36Schwarze inequality discussed by Ham
mT/mop - (S/So)2 - 1 (4*8)
Another quantity of classical interest 
is the band effective mass nip at the bottom of the 
valence band and is equal to 1 / ^ 2  • We obtained a value 
of 1.37 for mp. Another form of mp is given by the so- 
called f-sum rule:
i<^(o)ip(°)UP(o»r
mr m Er"Ei t0)
The oscillator strength in this formula is obtained 
from momentum matrix elements between different bands 
which will be discussed in detail in Chapter VII.
CHAPTER V 
TOTAL ENERGY
A. Theory
The cohesive energy of a metal is defined as the
difference between the total energy per atom in the solid
state and the energy of a free atom. The calculation of
cohesive energy furnishes a stringent test of the
numerical accuracy of the computational procedures, as it
is obtained as the difference of two larger numbers.
The cohesive energies of alkali metals have been
extensively studied since the pioneering work by Wigner 
12-14and Seitz. The calculations which are pertinent to
59the Li metal include those by Brooks (Quantum Defect Method) ,
18Silverman and Kohn (Empirical Potential Method), 
and recently, the self-consistent APW calculation by 
Rudge"^ and later by Averill.^ The self-consistent 
scheme proposed by Kohn and Sham was applied to cal­
culate the total energies in a number of atoms and
recently B. Y. Tong modified it to calculate the total
6 2energy in the metallic sodium.
In this paper the Kohn-Hohenberg-Sham formalism for 
the total energy in the statistical exchange approxima­
tion is used to calculate the total energy of Li. This 
formalism is based on a formal variational principle for the 
total energy of an interacting inhomogeneous electron
31
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gas. The basic quantity involved is the electron charge 
density and the-use of an approximate representation of 
the exchange-correlation functional. According to that 
formalism, the total energy is given by
ET = {Tn} + {" d? d ? '}
+ {X p(r)4/3 dr} (5.1)
The terms in the three brackets in (5.1) give the kinetic
energy, coulomb energy and exchange energy contribution
to the total energy respectively. Z is the atomic
9 3 1/3number and X = - [-^ r] ' , p (r) is the spherically
symmetric charge density inside the BZ and
T = J n  E E a*.(k) a . (k) T..(k) 
n N k n i j nl XJ
(5.2)
where T^j(k) is the kinetic energy integral given by 
(3.8a) and summed over the direct lattice vectors.
A little algebraic manipulation and the use of 
Schrodinger equation show that another form of Eq. (5.1) 
is
eT - * en<*> - bk n
ftir>P-(r’> d3r d3r'r-r'
“ j p(r) Vx (r) d3r } (5.3)
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in which e (k) is the energy of the band n and V (r) 
is the exchange potential
The summation over k includes occupied states only and 
the factor 2 counts the spin degeneracy.
B. Method of Calculation
Extreme accuracy is required to obtain (1) from the
computation for total energy, and considerable computer
1/48'th of the BZ were used to calculate the first term 
in (5.3). The charge density p(r) is accurately deter­
mined at 96 points between 0 and rg, the radius of the 
Wigner-Seitz sphere. These 96 points r^ are the zeroes 
of the Legendre polynomial (pn (r)} r=l,...96. All the 
subsequent integrations over r were then performed 
numerically using the Gauss Quadrature method. The 
double integral in the second term of (5.3) is evaluated 
in the spherical approximation as follows
(5.4)
self-consistent band calculation in the practical
time is required. Energy bands at 280 k points inside
2 1 
(4 7T) dr [i
0
/■rs r
ptr'Jr'^dr1 +
rs
0 r
p(r')r' dr'] 
(5.5)
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The integral over r' is performed numerically by inter­
polating p(r') at 5000 points between 0 and r and thes
integral over r is done by Gauss Quadrature method based 
on the 96 basic points. The last term in (5.3) was 
evaluated using the transformation
and vexch^Ks^  t*ie Fourier coefficient of the exchange 
potential.
The results of calculation according to (5.3) are 
summarized in Table IX which gives a total energy of 
-14.5109 Ry. As a check, the total energy according
2
N
Z
n,k
occ
exch S(Ks) o ..(£-ks)
(5.6)
where
O ^ ^ K s ) u . (r-R )
3 P
P
(5.7)
C. Results and Discussion
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to (5.1) is also calculated directly and the value is
-14.5005 Ry. The difference is about 0.01 Ry. If the
calculations are free of round off errors and include
the nonspherical effects in the charge density, the
total energy calculated by these two formulae should be
the same. We believe the result obtained from (5.3) is
more accurate since less approximations are used. This
is because according to (5.1), the first term in the
Coulomb energy has a multiplicative factor Z to charge
density which tends to magnify any errors in p(r) while
according to (5.3), the same term is absorbed in the
band energy en (k) which is accurately determined. The
total energy for the isolated lithium atom was also
obtained using the same exchange approximation (a=2/3),
but allowing for the spin polarization which exists in
the atom. Our calculation for free atom energy is
-14.3865 Ry which is lower by 0.04 Ry than that of 
6 0Averill, who neglected the spin polarization.
The resulting cohesive energy of 0.1244 Ry is in
good agreement with the experimental value given by
Gschneider.^ The difference is only about 2%. It also
6 0agrees well with that obtained by Averill with the 
same exchange approximation but using the APW.method 
restricted by the muffin-tin approximation. However, 
our calculated solid state total energy is lower than 
that of Averill by about 0.04 Ry, which compensates for
36
the lower total energy of the free atom. A somewhat
39similar calculation by Rudge gives a value of 0.084 Ry 
for the cohesive energy for Li. In addition, it has to 
be remembered that Xa approximation does not take ex­
plicit account of electron-correlation either in the 
atom or in the solid.
; ■ :vi.
CHAPTER VI 
COMPTON PROFILE
A. Theory
In recent years, there has been renewed interest in
/rn /■[!
the Compton scattering experiments in solids. Such
experiments measure the electron momentum distribution
in the solid and can provide a good test for the wave
functions obtained from energy band calculations.
The theory of the Compton line shape in the impulse
66approximation was given by Platzman and Tzoar. The 
result can be summarized as follows. The differential 
scattering cross section can be shown to be
d2a ,e2 x2 x w2 m 1 c
dfidw { 2 ) 1 2  to.. . 3 J(q) (6,1)
m e  1 k  (2tt)
J (q) = p (p) <5 [q-p*k] d 3p (6.2)
and
k = k/|£"| , q = 2 L _  - 1 |jt| (6.3)
k
Here e^/C^ and are t i^e P0^ar^zat^on an(^  frequency
of the incident and the scattered photons respectively, 
k is the momentum transfer of the photon and p(p) is
37
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the momentum distribution function. In the derivation, 
the impulse approximation was made which means, (1) the 
wave length of the incident photon is so short that it 
interacts with an individual electron and ejects it 
instantaneously from the Fermi sea, (2) the bound 
electron is treated as if it were free, apart from the 
existence of a distribution of values of the momentum.
In terms of wave functions in tight binding calculation,
. . 67 we can write
is the Fourier transform of the Guassian-type orbitals
cubic group. Summation over Kg is over the reciprocal 
lattice vectors.
jr (q) = — £ 
X (2tt) J §
k,occ
x [E<5 [q-a"~1k(ic+KG) ] (6.4)
where
(6.5)
u^(r) and a corresponds to the operations of crystal
B. Results, Comparison with Experiment
Previous theoretical investigations of the Compton 
profile of Li have been reported by Eisenberger and
39
rc /rq
co-workers Lundqvist and Lyden and Wakoh and 
69Yamashita. The Compton profiles of some transition
metals have been calculated using the wave functions
70obtained from self-consistent LCAO energy bands.
Our calculation on Li is similar to that of Ref. 70 
except individual Guassian orbitals are used in the basis 
function. 1785 k-points inside 1/48'th of the BZ were 
used for the calculation. The result for are
shown for three different directions in Pig. 3 and the 
numerical values are listed in Table X. Results are 
presented as total Compton profile and the contribution
from the core Is electron. Experimental results due to
63 65Philips and Weiss and Eisenberger, et al. are also
shown in Fig. 3 for comparison.
It is apparent that the theoretical values of J(q) 
are too large for small q and too small for large q.
This discrepancy can reasonably be attributed to the 
effects of electron interactions, which tend to intro­
duce additional high momentum components into the wave 
function. The effects are, however, not large in 
lithium: evidently most of the tail of the band contri­
bution to J(q) is accounted for in a one-electron band 
model. It should also be noted that our calculations 
reproduce the experimental directional anisotropy 
qualitatively but the magnitude of the anisotropy pre- . 
dieted is somewhat larger than is observed. The results
40
also agree well with other theoretical calculations
69especially that of Wakoh and Yamashita.
CHAPTER VII 
OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY
A. Review of Optical Conductivity in Alkali Metals
The optical properties of alkali metals have been 
of great experimental and theoretical interest for a 
long time. The calculation of the optical properties 
of these metals has proved to be a severe test of our 
understanding of their electronic structures. As a 
result of both experimental and theoretical difficulties, 
the agreement between the two has frequently been poor.
Early experimental observations were reported by
70 71Ives and Briggs, Duncan and Duncan, and later by
72 73 74Hodgson. The measurements of Mayer, et al. ' showed
unexpected optical absorption at photon energies below
the interband threshold. Considerable theoretical
interest was stimulated by these reports. More recently,
new experimental techniques have lead to more consistant 
75-79 11 12results ' ' and showed there is no anomalous
absorption of the type observed by Mayer, et al.
Recent experiments used the highly sensitive 
ellipsometric technique in which measurements were made 
on the film interface of the metal evaporated and 
deposited in ultrahigh vacuum. The refractive index 
and the absorption coefficient were determined from the 
measurement of critical angle for total internal
41
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. *  »x
reflection and the transmission measurements. The real 
part of the optical conductivity and imaginary part of 
dielectric function can then be deduced from the re-
t ' *
tractive ihdex and the absorption coefficient. Most 
experiments were not performed at sufficiently low 
temperatures and data was obtained only in the energy 
range of incident photon up to 4 eV. Recently./ there
78 79are some measurements which covered a higher energy range. '
The earliest theoretical work on direct interband
absorption in alkali metals using a one-electron model
80was reported by Butcher. He obtained a formula for 
interband transitions
2me Eg ( w-w ) - w)
o - M  = ---- * ------ 2 - 1 -- (7.1)
■ 471)^  Q( w)3
where Q = 2/2 ^ is the length of the reciprocal lattice 
vector along 110 direction for a B.C.C. crystal with 
lattice constant a. Eg is the energy gap at the Brillouin 
zone boundary associated with Q. 03q and corresponds 
to the threshold and the cut-off frequency respectively 
given by
}/2 h t p? . o>a) = — x— (/2tt - a k£)
° ma2 . f
tij. — ^ J 1 (/Tir + a k^) 
ma
(7.2)
(7.3)
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where k^ is the free electron Fermi radius. In obtaining
this simple formula, Butcher retained only one Fourier
coefficient of the pseudopotential and evaluated the
oscillator strengths with plane waves rather than
orthogonalized plane waves. He was able to arbitrarily
adjust Eg to obtain a fit to the experiment. It was 
84later shown that the pseudopotential, coefficients 
used by Butcher were not in agreement with those ob­
tained from accurate measurements of the distortions 
of the Fermi surface from spherical symmetry. If 
realistic pseudopotential coefficients are used in his 
expression for conductivity, the results are too small 
when compared with experiment.
In the early sixties, the report of the contro­
versial anomalous "resonances" in the optical conductivity
73 74measurements by Mayer and co-workers ' excited a
great number of theorists. Numerous elaborate explana- 
8^—84tions were advanced, involving both one electron
and many electron effects. These theories which try to 
explain the experimental optical conductivities of 
alkali metals were mostly tested by model calculations 
or rough numerical estimates. While considerable 
investigations were made on the optical conductivity of
o  o _ g  o
Na and K, little work was reported for Li. This is
partly because lithium is a very reactive metal to 
handle experimentally and partly because of the lack of
44
well established Fermi surface data which is necessary 
if a pseudopotential approach is used in the calculation. 
Since many body effects seem to be not important in the 
optical transitions in alkali metals, it is desirable 
to investigate the optical conductivity of Li using band 
theory.
The Schrodinger equation in the one-electron approxi­
mation is
where the Hamiltonian of the system H is described in 
Chapter III. When the crystal interacts with light, an 
additional perturbation term is present in the Hamil­
tonian, and is given by
B. Theory
HY (ic,r) = E (ic)Y (&,r) n r n n (7.4)
(7.5)
where
^ (r. ) = c A cos (s • r . -wt) 1 s o  1 (7.6)
is the vector potential of the external field. The sum 
includes all electrons in the crystal, es is the
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polarization vector, and c, the velocity of light.
We can consider the external electromagnetic field 
to be almost constant over a distance of lattice 
dimension if the nonlinear effects of A and the 
electron-phonon interactions are neglected. The perturba­
tion (7.5) gives rise to a vertical transition of an 
electron below the Fermi surface to an unoccupied state 
above the Fermi surface. The rate of transition is 
proportional to
|<i|jn (i<,r)|p|iJ^ (£,r)> | 2 (7.7)
where i|/n (k,r) is an occupied state below Fermi surface 
and i^(k,r) is an unoccupied state above Fermi surface, 
and
p = -itf$. (7.8)
is the momentum operator. Within the framework of the
tight binding band model, we can calculate the momentum
matrix elements <ip (k,r)|^ |i|j 0(k,r) > between the Blochn X/
states if) (k,r) , iK (k,r) at each k point inside then J6
Brillouin zone. Using the one-electron states obtained 
in Chapter III, we have
4 6
i|£(£)^(£-r) d3r
00
Z . ani<*> aAj<E> 1 e
P 00
(7.9)
where R is a direct lattice vector. It now becomes
p'
necessary to calculate the momentum matrix elements
orbitals. Analytic formulae can be derived for the 
components of the momentum matrix elements. This is a 
particular advantage of LCAO calculations employing a 
Gaussian orbital basis. The formulae we derived for 
the x-component of the momentum matrix element between 
Gaussian-type orbitals of different symmetries are 
listed in Appendix B. The y and z components can be 
obtained in a similar manner. The detailed derivation 
and method of computation for (7.9) is described in 
Appendix C.
The one-electron theory of interband optical con­
ductivity of a free electron metal was first given by 
80Butcher. More accurate one-electron results can be
94obtained from the Kubo-Greenwood formula for the random 
phase approximation to the interband optical conductivity
between orbitals u^(r), u^(r-R ^  which are Gaussian
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aI (tD) 2ire'2
3m ooft
2 £ |<y(kfr ) ^  (kfr)>|
n,A k n
f£(k) [l-fn (k)) (En (k)-Eil(k)-^ co) (7.10)
where f (k) is the Fermi distribution function and Ww is n T
the photon energy. The 6-function expresses the energy 
conservation in the transition process. In the t=0 
case, we simply have
f£(k) (l-fn (k)) = 1
if |£k> is occupied and |nk> is empty; otherwise the
expression vanishes. A detailed derivation of (7.10)
57can also be found from the book by Callaway. The 
summation over ic in (7.12) can be transformed into an 
integration over the Brillouin zone (BZ) in the usual way
S I d3k (7.11)
k (2k)3 JBZ
where ft is the volume of. the unit cell. The volume 
#
integral m  the k-space can then be changed into a sur­
face integral by virtue of the 6-function, so we have 
the integral reduced to
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| <tj> (k) |^|iK (k) > | 2
I ---------— —  --- dS (7.12)
J |vk (En (k)-BA (k))I
where dS is an element of area on a surface of constant 
energy difference En (k)-E£(k) = #u) in reciprocal space. 
If | <^n (ic) | ^  | ip^ (ic) > | 2 is treated as a constant, the 
integral (7.12) is proportional to the joint density of 
states. The joint density of states for a pair of bands 
n , l is given by
9n o(E) = “ 3 [ d3k 6 (E- (E (k) -E (jc))
n '* (2nj J n *
(2tt) 3
BZ
dSk
|^,(E„(k)-E0(k)) |
(7.13)
S 1 k' n
The total joint density of states is given by
g(E) = Z g .(E) (7.14)
n . l
The joint density of states describe the number of states 
per unit energy difference between a pair of bands. The 
result for Li is shown in Fig. 4. The joint density of 
state curve will exhibit a peak if there exist a pair of 
bands almost parallel. The difference of the band energy 
is the position of the peak in the joint density of 
states curve. Some experimentalists interpret their
49
optical transition data using only a band structure and 
a joint density of states curve. This is valid only when 
the momentum matrix elements are jc independent. Actually,
furthermore, the transition between certain pairs of 
bands will be forbidden depending on the group symmetry 
of the two state waves.
We thus see that the interband optical conductivity 
is governed by two quantities: (1) the square of the
momentum matrix elements coupling the states involved in 
the transition, and (2) the joint density of states. As 
an example, the magnitude of the square of the momentum 
matrix elements for Li along three principle axis were 
shown in Figures 5, 6, and 7, respectively. It can be 
seen that this quantity is quite k-dependent. We thus 
conclude that the ic-dependent momentum matrix elements 
can never be treated as constants in an optical transi­
tion problem unless only rough qualitative results are 
desired.
The interband optical conductivity now has the form
the momentum matrix elements are quite ic-dependent and
| <H'n 0c,r)$»F4 (lc,r) > | 2dS
3m w Sconst. i I
(7.15)
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The expression can be accurately integrated by again
utilizing the Gilat-Raubenheimer method.
To obtain the total conductivity a (to), intraband
transitions and phonon aided indirect interband transi- 
96tions must be included. Classically, the mtraband 
transition is represented by a simple Drude term tfD (w) 
which has the form:
an M  * ST"1  ^2~2~ (7-16)
D  m o p  ( 1 + i o 2 t 2 )
where N is the number of electrons per unit volume, m_op
is the optical effective mass and t is the electron 
relaxation time. The total conductivity a (to) can be 
approximated as
a(w) = aD (w) + aI(a)^ (7.17)
More specifically, by including a phenomenological 
relaxation time x , the complex conductivity is
i Ne2 2 ie2 , i, f d3k
cr(“ > m ( u + I / t V  3 -JZ ( “  + t> :E.  7 " — 3op m jrf n,x. ■* (2tt)
1 <g-.k.lPlh.k> L_ x _______ n---- (7.18)
Wn& 2 , iv 2
“nil " (U) + t>
5 1
Here con  ^= [En (k)-E (k))/Jrf. It can be verified that this 
expression satisfies the sum rule:
jlte [a (oj) ]dw = TrNe'2m
2
(7.19)
By separating (7.19) into real and imaginary parts, the 
real conductivity can be separated as the sum of a Drude 
term and an interband term.
We calculated the optical conductivity of Li obtained ac­
cording to 7.18). The result is shown in Fig. 8 and 
Table XI. The direct interband optical conductivity 
in the sharp limit (x1*-00) is also shown. The relaxation 
time t was chosen so that the Drude contribution, which 
comes from the first term of (7.18), fits the observed
conductivity well below the interband threshold. We 
-14find x=9.86x10 sec. The experimental result of
7 8Mathewson and Myers ' obtained from lithium films 
deposited on sapphire at two different temperatures are 
also shown for comparison. Observations for Li in a 
more limited energy range have been reported by Hodgson.^ 
The experimental observations do not extend to high 
enough energies to determine whether there is agreement 
with theory in regard to the general shape of the inter­
band conductivity. The measurements do appear to
C. Result and Discussion
5 2
indicate that the onset of interband transitions occur
»
at a lower energy than is predicted by our calculations. 
Some of the discrepancy is probably due to indirect 
(phonon assisted) transitions. However, if such transi­
tions are taken into account the onset of interband absorp­
tion would be expected to be displaced from the calculated
direct gap of 3.28 eV to perhaps ~3.00 ((E _ -E_) minus
1
phonon energy) which would still appear to be somewhat 
larger than the observed value (~2.4 eV at 125°K). Our 
results for the gap at N are in good agreement with many 
other theoretical calculations, involving different 
potentials, and it is not likely that improved one- 
electron calculations can change this result substan­
tially. It is possible that many body effects may be 
involved. However, it is also possible that the measure­
ments made on evaporated films are not representative of 
bulk, single-crystal lithium. Our value for the onset 
of direct transitions agrees well with the result of 
Hodgson (3.2 eV) although the shape of the conductivity
g
curve is different. The recent calculation of Perdew
42and Vosko gives 3.4 eV for this quantity. There is 
a marked absorption peak at near 4.5 eV which can be 
attributed to the transition from the lowest E band to 
second E. The conductivity does not drop to zero and 
remains at almost one-third of its peak value at near 
12 eV.
One further comparison is of interest. The cal­
culated optical conductivity of lithium differs qualita­
tively from that obtained in our previous work for 
93potassium m  that the large absorption found in the 
6-9 eV range in potassium was absent in lithium. This 
absorption was attributed to the transitions from the 
lowest band to the d-like bands above the Fermi surface. 
In lithium, the corresponding bands are much higher in 
energy. In addition, there is no bands to which transi­
tions are allowed which are nearly parallel to the 
occupied band. This can be seen from the band diagram, 
Fig. 1 or from the absence of sharp peaks in the joint 
of density of state curve, Fig. 4.
CHAPTER VIII 
DIELECTRIC FUNCTIONS AND RELATED QUANTITIES
A. Dielectric Functions
The frequency dependent dielectric function
e (to) = e^ (oj) + i e2 (w) (8.1)
can be obtained from the real part a^(w) conductivity 
as follows
e2 ^  = ^  (8.2)
r°° v e2 (v)
£,(«) = 1 + | P —  - -2- • dv (8.3)
J Q (w -v )
(8.3) is the usual Kramers-Kronig relation and is an 
exact theoretical result. However, it is difficult to 
obtain e^to) from e2 (w) vis (8.3) unless e2 (to) is 
exactly known over the entire frequency range, and care­
ful evaluation of the principle part of the integral 
(denoted by p) is made. By performing the integration,
(w) can be put in the form:
54
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ex (to) = 1
4TTN2e 2+ 4iTe
|<^n (5c,r) |p| i|^ (ic,r) > | 2
I 3 m2 (En (^)-Ea (k))(w2-(En (k)-E^(^))2)
(8.4)
where En (k)>EF and E^(k)£Ep. The second and the third
term are the plasma tern and interbarid term, respectively. 
Since momentum matrix elements are available for a large 
number of k-points inside the BZ it is not difficult to 
calculate (co) according to (8.4). However, care must 
be taken to handle the possible singularities in the 
interband term since the integral from which (8.4) was 
derived is a principle integral and for this reason, the 
calculation of e^(w) is not as accurate as the one for
e2 (w)•
From the frequency dependent dielectric function 
e(w) an energy loss function can be defined which is 
subject to direct experimental measurement:
B. Energy Loss Function, Plasma Frequency 
and Atomic Polarizability
56
1 e2 (W)
Im  ^ " e (w)  ^ , .2. , .2 (8*5)v e1 (w) +e2 (w)
The energy loss function will attain a sharp peak at wL 
which is the frequency of a spontaneous polarization of 
wave in metal. It is close to the frequency at which 
the imaginary part of the dielectric function vanishes.
We have calculated the energy loss function for Li.
This function has a peak P at a)=6.85 eV. The magnitudeJj
of the peak is 2.62 and the half-width T is 3.48 eV. The 
peak in the energy loss function is sometimes referred 
to as the plasmion excitation.
The integrated absorption power A related to the 
energy loss function
A = 00 1( - Im g-'fcy) wda) (8.6)
9 8should obey the Nozieres-Pine sum rule of the form: 
it (Hojt ) 2
A = -----------------------------------------(8.7)
By computing the quantity
00
* (XuT )2i-i o
( - Im ^ 7 5 “ ) wdaj (8.8)
which should be equal to 1, we can check the extent to
5 7
which the Nozieres-Pine sum rule is observed. Our cal­
culated value of R for Li is 1.14. Since the energy 
loss function critically depends on the value of e(u)) 
near wL an accurate result can be obtained only when a 
very large number of k-points are used in the calculation 
of e^(w) to give a good resolution of the energy loss 
function near w_.
, Ll
A quantity related to the low energy (infrared)
97optical properties is the effective ionic polarizability. 
This quantity, denoted ka , enters the expression for the 
real part of the dielectric function, for photon 
energies much smaller than the threshold for interband 
transitions. If this condition is satisfied, and 
w»l/t, where t is the "Drude" relaxation time,
(8.9)
in which w is the plasma frequency
. 2 _ 4-jrNe0)“ - —i—
2
(8.10)
The polarizability, ka , is given by52
|< &k|p|nk>1
(8.11)
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with
“nfc^ = ^_1 [En (£)-EA (ic)] (8.12)
Values of these quantities are listed in Table XII.
The result for the frequency dependent dielectric func­
tion and energy loss function are shown in Figures 9 
and 10, respectively. The numerical values for these 
optical parameters are summarized in Tables XI and XII 
along with some experimentally available results for 
comparison. Our values for w , wT and k,. are 6.62 eV,p 1j A
6.85 eV, and 0.015, respectively. The small oscillatory
structures in e0 (w) curve near u)_ arising from the^ L
numerical noi6e described before was made smooth. A 
broad shoulder in energy loss function near 4.5 eV is 
probably due to the effect of interband transition peak 
at the same frequency. We are not aware of other 
theoretical calculations for these quantities and ex­
perimental attempts to measure the energy loss function 
in Li will be very useful.
Although the dielectric functions and the related 
optical data obtained seem to be reasonable, it has to 
kept in mind that strictly speaking, the formula (8.4) 
is not adequate for the one-electron theory while we 
used it with results of one-electron calculation; for 
this reason, the results we calculated are crude and
59
qualitative. For more detailed treatment, additional 
correction terms has to be attempted, but numerical cal­
culation will then seem to be difficult.
CHAPTER IX 
CONCLUSION
We investigated the electronic and optical properties 
of lithium. Self-consistent energy bands were calculated 
using the LCAO method. The basis functions consisted of 
products of individual Guassian orbitals and spherical 
harmonics. The energy bands calculated are in good 
agreement with various other calculations using different 
methods, although some differences do occur in excited 
states due to the different crystal potentials. The 
Fermi surface distortion was carefully investigated. The 
deviation from the spherical symmetry was found to be 
less than 4%. An optical mass ratio of 1.48 and a 
thermal effective mass ratio of 1.53 was obtained.
The area of the distorted Fermi sphere was also cal­
culated. This quantity differs only slightly from the 
one of the free electron sphere. We calculated the co­
hesive energy of Li using the energy bands and wave 
function obtained. The cohesive energy was found to 
be 0.124 Ry which agrees impressively with the experimental 
result of 0.122 Ry. The extreme accuracy required in the 
cohesive energy calculation guaranteed the numerical 
precision of our procedures. The solid state wave 
functions were also used to compute the X-ray Compton 
profile in Li. The results agree fairly well with
61
observations of the X-ray scattering in general although 
discrepancy exists, probably due to the electron correla­
tion effects in the wave function which we neglected. The 
calculated Compton profile predicted the correct aniso­
tropy of the profile in three principal directions.
This further supports the result of distortion of Fermi 
surface obtained in Chapter IV. The interband optical 
conductivity was calculated using a band model. The 
direct interband threshold was predicted to be 3.28 eV.
The total conductivity was obtained by adding an 
approximate Drude term characterized by a phenomenological 
relaxation time t. The result does not agree well with 
observations for the conductivity before onset of inter­
band transitions. In view of the difficulties of 
measurements resulting from the high reactivity of Li, 
further measurements on single-crystal would be 
desirable. The electron-phonon interaction was also 
found to be important for optical absorption in this 
region.
The calculation of interband optical conductivity 
predicted an absorption peak at 4.5 eV which is to be 
verified by further experimental investigation. Many 
optical parameters were also obtained as by-products of 
the conductivity calculation. The dielectric function 
computed was used to obtain the energy loss function
62
which shows a bulk plasma excitation at 6.85 eV. The 
peak of the energy loss function was determined to be 
2.62 and the half-width to be 3.48 eV. The shape of the 
energy loss function showed the effect of the interband 
transitions. These optical parameters obtained can be 
checked with further experimental measurements.
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TABLE I
Orbital Exponents for the Gaussian Basis Set
s-type p-type d-type
10000.0 100.0 2.50
800.0 11.0 0.36
90.0 2.5 0.14
16.0 0.7
4.0 0.29
1.4 0.15
0.46
0.24
0.13
TABLE II 
SELF-CONSISTENT CHARGE DENSITY
Original Change in
R(ao> 'p(r) P (r)
0.00050 13.3823318 -0.1900084
0.00266 13.3535585 -0.1899983
0.00653 13.2106495 -0.1899456
0.01211 12.8532085 -0.1897914
0.01940 12.2861414 -0.1894513
0.02839 11.6302977 -0.1888165
0.03908 10.9316101 -0.1877558
0.05144 10.1590042 -0.1861i 89
0.06547 9.3400660 -0.1837414
0.08115 8.5163212 -0.1804513
0.09847 7.6989832 -0.1760790
0.11740 6.8926582 -0.1704683
0.13793 6.1131468 -0.1634912
0.16004 5.3778172 -0.1550629
0.18370 4.6952896 -0.1451585
0.20888 4.0674734 -0.1338284
0.23556 3.4952545 -0.1212105
0.26372 2.9803028 -0.1075372
0.29332 2.5234613 -0.0931346
0.32432 2.1231728 -0.0784116
0.35671 1.7756281 -0.0638379
0.39043 1.47 59712 -0.0499116
WITHIN A UNIT CELL
Final
p(r)
13.1923234 
13.1635600 
13.0207036 
12.6634174 
12.0966904 
11.4414814 
10.7438540 
9.9728855 
9.156 32 49 
8.3358695 
7.5229047 
6.7221896 
5.9496553 
5.2227541 
4.5501312 
3.9336454 
3.3740437 
2.8727653 
2.4303267 
2.0447609 
1.7117903 
1.4260594
Table II (cont'd)
R (a0)
0.42547 
0.46178 
0.49931 
0.53804 
0.57792 
0.51891 
0.44098 
0.70404 
0.74809 
0.79307 
0.33893 
0.88562 
0.93309 
0.98130 
1.03019 
1.07970 
1.12930 
1.18041 
1.23150 
1.28300 
1.33437 
1.38704 
1.43947 
1.49208 
1.54484 
1.59769 
1 .45056 
1.70340 
I .75616
Original
P (r)
1 .2193394 
1.0012627 
0.8175765 
0.6642386 
0.5372673 
0.4328314 
0.3473944 
0.2778251 
0.2214350 
0.1759543 
0.1394750 
0.1103891 
0.0873375 
0.0691735 
0.0549355 
0.0433264 
0.0351936 
0.0285102 
0.0233548 
0.0193934 
0.0143628 
0.0140557 
0.0123093 
0.0109957 
0.0100146 
0.0092873 
0.0087525 
0.0083624 
0.0080803
Change in
P (r)
-0.0371188
-0.0258779
-0.0165136
-0.0091998
-0.0039467
-0.0005975
0.0011504
0.0017023
0.0015067
0.0009906
0.0004995
0.0002563
0.0003445
0.0007212
0.0012545
0.0017753
0.0021318
0.0022311
0.0020401
0.0016807
0.0012045
0.0007546
0.0004298
0.0002783
0.0002909
0.0004117
0.0005620
0.0006677
0.0006817
Final
P (r)
1.1822226
0.9753846
0.8010629
0.6550388
0.5333206
0.4322339
0.348 5449
0.2795273
0.2229417
0. 1769449
0.13997 46
0.1106453
0.0876820
0.0698947
0.0561900
0.0456017
0.0373254
0.0307413.
0.0254148
0.0210742
0.0175672
0.0148103
0.0127390
0.0112740
0.0103054
0.0096990
0.0093145
0.0090301
0.0087621
Table II (cont‘d)
R(a0)
1.80878 
I .86120 
1.91337 
I .9652 4 
2.01674 
2.06783 
2.11845 
2.16854 
2.21806 
2.2669 4 
2.31515 
2.36262 
2.40932 
2.45517 
2.50015 
2.54420 
2.58728 
2.62933 
2.67032 
2.71020 
2.74893 
2.78647 
2.82277 
2.85781 
2.89153 
2.92392 
2.95493 
2.98452 
3.01268
Original 
P (r)
0.0078781
0.0077343
0.0076328
0.0075616
0.0075118
0.0074769
0.0074521
0.0074341
0.0074204
0.0074095
0.0074002
0.0073918
0.0073838
0.0073759
0.0073680
0.0073601
0.0073522
0.0073442
0.0073363
0.0073285
0.0073209
0.0073136
0.0073066
0.0073000
0.0072938
0.0072879
0.0072825
0.0072775
0.0072730
Change in 
P (r) 
0.0005951 
0.0004342 
0.0002477 
0.0000884 
-0.0000039 
-0.0000128 
0.0000530 
0.0001654 
0.0002874 
0.0003852 
0.0004358 
0.0004323 
0.0003823 
0.0003038 
0.0002187 
0.0001472 
0.0001031 
0.0000921 
0 . 0 0 0 1 1 2 0  
0.0001550 
0 . 0 0 0 2 1 0 0  
0.0002658 
0.0003131 
0.0003456 
0.0003604 
0.0003577 
0.0003401 
0.0003115 
0.0002764
Final
P (r) 
0.0084732 
0.0081685 
0.0078805 
0.0076501 
0.0075079 
0.007 4641 
0.0075051 
0.0075994 
0.0077079 
0.0077947 
0.0078361 
0.0078241 
0.0077661 
0.0076797 
0.0075868 
0.0075074 
0.0074553 
0.0074363 
0.0074483 
0.0074835 
0.0075309 
0.0075795 
0.0076198 
0.0076456 
0.0076541 
0.0076456 
0.0076226 
0.0075891 
0.0075493
Table II (cont'd)
R(ao)
3.03936 
3.06455 
3.03820 
3.11031 
3.13084 
3.14977 
3.16709 
3. 18277 
3.19630 
3.20916 
3.21985 
3.22884 
3.23613 
3.24172 
3.24559 
3.24774
Original
P (r)
0.0072688
0.0072651
0.0072617
0.0072587
0.0072560
0.0072537
0.0072517
0.0072499
0.0072484
0.0072471
0.0072460
0.0072451
0.0072445
0.0072439
0.0072436
0.0072434
Change in 
P (r)
0.0002387
0.0002020
0.0001688
0.0001405
0.0001178
0.0001007
0.0000889
0.0000814
0.0000774
0.0000760
0.0000764
0.0000779
0.0000798
0.0000816
0.0000831
0.0000840
Final 
P (r)
0.0075076
0.0074671
0.0074305
0.0073992
0.0073738
0.0073544
0.0073405
0.0073313
0.0073258
0.0073231
0.0073225
0.0073230
0.0073242
0.0073256
0.0073267
0.0073274
TABLE III
FOURIER COEFFICIENTS OF CRYSTAL POTENTIAL AND SELF-CONSISTENT CORRECTIONS
k :
X
>i
.sd V (k) 
coul AVcoul(k> VeXch(k> AveXch(k>
( 0 0 0) -0.5434703 0.1098105 -0.6336061 -0.0045697
( 1 I 0) -0.1220544 -0.0021606 -0.0559643 -0.0004299
( 2 0 0) -0.0702587 -0.0016919 0.0106845 0.0005351
( 2 I I) -0.0517565 -0.0009312 -0.0222757 0.0003114
( 2 2 0) -0.0420314 -0.0007039 -0.0397092 0.0001243
{ 3 I 0) -0.0358611 -0.0005751 -0.0321460 0.0001484
( 2 2 2) -0.0315043 -0.0004774 -0.0152265 0.0002671
( 3 2 I) -0.0282147 -0.0003976 -0.0017988 0.0003597
( 4 0 0) -0.0256162 -0.0003333 0.0034978 0.0003735
< '+ I I) -0.0234964 -0.0002832 0.0019302 0.0003138
( 3 3 0) -0.0234964 -0.0002837 0.0019302 0.0003138
( 4 2 0) -0.0217254 -0.0002425 -0.0028876 0.0002140
( 3 3 2) -0.0202182 -0.0002092 -0.0075428 0.0001110
( 4 2 2) -0.0189165 -0 .0001818 -0.0099952 0.0000310
{ 4 3 1) -0.0177788 -0.0001592 -0.0097171 -0.0000148
( 5 I 0) -0.0177788 -0.0001591 -0.0097171 -0.0000148
( 5 2 1) -0.0158802 -0.0001243 -0.0037934 -0.0000163
( 4 4 0) -0.0150784 -0.0001108 -0.0003814 0.0000068
( 4 3 3) -0.0143549 -0.0000993 0.0021139 0.0000308
( 5 3 0) -0.0143549 -0.0000993 0.0021139 0.0000308
( 6 0 0) -0.0136985 -0.0000893 0.0032777 0.0000479
( 4 4 2) -0.0136985 -0.0000893 0.0032777 0.0000479
Table III (cont'd)
k k k x y z V , (3c) coul iVooul<5 > Vexch(S) AVexch(E>
6 11) -0.0130999 -0.0000807 0.0031051 0.0000542
5 3?) -0.0130999 -0.0000807 0.0031051 0.0000 542
6 2 0) -0.0125517 -0.0000732 0.0018951 0.0000498
5 4 1) -0.0120477 -0 .0000666 0.0001087 0.0000373
6 2 2) -0.0115826 -0.0000608 -0.0017666 0.0000205
6 3 1) -0.0111521 -0.0000556 -0.0033207 0.0000037
6 6 4) -0.0107523 -0.0000510 -0.0042829 -0.0000096
5 5 0) —0 .0103801 -0.0000469 -0.0045418 -0.0000170
5 V 3) -0.0103801 -0.0000469 -0.0045418 -0.0000170
7 1 0) -0.0103801 -0.0000469 -0.0045418 -0.0000170
6 4 0) -0.0100327 -0.0000432 -0.0041323 -0.0000176
6 3 3) -0.0097077 -0.0000399 -0.0032000 -0.0000120
5 5 2) -0.0097077 -0.0000399 -0.0032000 -0.0000120
7 2 1) -0.0097077 -0.0000399 -0.0032000 -0.0000120
6 4 2) -0.0096029 -0.0000368 -0.0019560 -0.0000014
7 3 0) -0.0091165 -0.0000341 -0.0006 298 0.0000118
7 3 2) -0.0085927 -0.0000293 0.0014799 0.0000374
6 5 I) -0.0085927 -0.0000293 0.0014799 0.0000374
8 0 0) -0.0083525 -0.0000272 0.0020060 0.0000457
8 11) -0.0081253 -0.0000253 0.0021177 0.0000495
7 4 1) -0.0081253 -0.0000253 0.0021177 0.0000495
5 5 4) -0.0081253 -0.0000253 0.0021177 0.0000495
6 4 4) -0.0079100 -0.0000235 0.0018463 0.0000483
8 2 0) -0.0079100 -0.0000235 0.0018463 0.0000483
6 5 3) -0.0077057 -0.0000219 0.0012701 0.0000423
5 5 0) -0.0075115 -0.0000204 0.0004975 0.0000325
8 2 2) -0.0075115 -0.0000204 0.0004975 0.0000325
8 3 1) -0.0073268 -0.0000190 -0.0003516 0.0000201
Table III (cont'd)
(7 5 0) 
( 7  4-3) 
( 6 5 2 )  
( 7  5 2) 
(84-0) 
( 8  3 3) 
( 9 1 0 )  
( 8 6 2 ) 
( 7 6 1 )  
( 9 2 1 )  
(6 5 5) 
( 6 6 6 )  
( 9  3 0) 
( 7 5 6 )  
( 8 5 1 )  
( 7  6 3) 
( 9 3 2) 
( 8 6 6 ) 
( 8 5 3) 
( 9 6 1 )  
( 7 7 0) 
( 8  6 0) 
(10 0 0) 
(10 1 I) 
( 7 7 2) 
( 8 5 2 ) 
(10 2 0) 
( 9  5 0) 
( 9 6 3)
Vcoul(S)
0.0073268
0.0073268
0.0071509
0.0069831
0.0068230
0.0066699
0.0066699
0.0065235
0.0063833
0.0063833
0.0063833
0.0062689
0.0061201
0.0061201
0.0061201
0.0058776
0.0058776
0.0057631
0.0056531
0.0056531
0.0056531
0.0055672
0.0055672
0.0056651
0.0056651
0.0053667
0.0053667
0.0052518
0.0052518
-0.0000190 
-0 .0000190 
-0.0000177 
-0.0000165 
-0.0000156 
-0.0000166 
-0.0000166 
-0.0000136 
-0.0000125 
-0.0000125 
-0.0000125 
-0.0000117 
-0.0000109 
-0.0000109 
-0.0000109 
-0.0000095 
-0.0000095 
-0.0000089 
-0.0000083 
-0.0000083 
-0.0000083 
-0.0000078 
-0.0000078 
-0.0000072 
-0.0000072 
-0.0000068 
-0.0000068 
-0.0000063 
-0.0000063
Vexch<*>
-0.0003516
-0.0003516
-0.0011619
-0.0018360
-0.0023038
-0.0025263
-0.0025263
-0.0026966
-0.0022362
-0.0022362
-0.0022362
-0.0017891
-0.0012150
-0.0012150
-0.0012150
0.0000671
0.0000671
0.0006083
0.0010567
0.0010567
0.0010567
0.0013532
0.0013532
0.0016872
0.0016872
0.0016562
0.0016562
0.0012767
0.0012767
iVexoh(k>
0.0000201 
0.0000201
0.0000066
-0.0000065
-0.0000176
-0.0000256
-0.0000256
-0.0000297
-0.0000296
-0.0000296
-0.0000296
-0.0000267
-0.0000159
-0.0000159
-0.0000159
0.0000110 
0.0000110
0.0000271
0.0000636
0.0000636
0.0000636
0.0000589
0.0000589
0.0000725
0.0000725
0.0000833
0.0000833
0.0000907
0.0000907
Table III (cont'd)
k :k :k V , (k)X y z coul
( 4 s 4) -0.0051601
(10 2 2) -0.0051601
(10 3 1) -0.0050715
( 9 5 2) -0.0050715
( 7 4 5) -0.0050715
( 7 7 4) -0.0049031
( 8 6 5 ) -0.0049031
( 8 7 1) —0.0049031
( 8 4 4) -0.0048230
(10 4 0) -0.0048230
(10 3 3) -0.0047454
( 9 6 1) -0.0047454
(10 4 2) -0.0046703
(11 1 0) -0.0045974
( 9 5 4) -0.0045974
( 8 7 3) -0.0045974
( 9 4 3) -0.0044583
(11 2 1) -0.0044583
(10 5 I) -0.0044583
( 8 3 0) -0.0043919
( 9 7 0) -0.0043273
iVcoul<S >
-0.0000059
-0.0000059
-0.0000055
-0.0000055
-0.0000055
-0.0000048
-0.0000048
-0.0000048
-0.0000045
-0.0000045
-0.0000042
-0.0000042
-0.0000040
-0.0000037
0.0000037
-0.0000037
-0.0000033
0.0000033
-0.0000033
-0.0000031
-0.0000029
0.0009 590 
0.0009690 
0.0005739 
0.0005739 
0.0005739 
0.0003254 
0.0003254 
0.0003254 
0.0007507 
0.0007507 
0.0011142 
0.0011142 
0.0013902 
0.0015418 
0.0015618 
0.0015618 
0.0015700 
0.0015700 
0.0015700 
0.0014174 
0.0011795
AVexch<*>
0.0000941
0.0000941
0.0000934
0.0000934
0.0000934
0.0000801
0.0000801
0.0000801
0.0000681
0.0000681
0.0000533
0.0000533
0.0000364
0.0000181
0.0000181
0.0000181
-0.0000196
-0.0000196
-0.0000196
-0.0000375
-0.0000540
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TABLE IV
Energy Levels of Li at Points of High Symmetry 
Energy in Ry a=6.597 a
Points of Symmetry
rl 
ri5 
r 251
12
H,
H
H
12
15
H25'
Energy (Ry) 
-0.34537 
+0.92867 
+1.21860 
+1.41600
+0.86882
+0.50824
+0.26964
+2.09039
P4 (1st) 
P4 (2nd)
+0.46748
+1.92070
+0.14882
+1.60130
N-j^ (1st) 
N-j^ (2nd) 
Nx, (1st)
No
n 3,
N.
+0.13111
+1.13891
-0.07379
+0.85560
+0.60959
+1.79170
Table IV (cont'd)
Points of Symmetry
N4, (1st)
N4, (2nd)
(3rd)
Energy (Ry)
+0.77220
+1.72040
+1.91600
TABLE V
Energy Difference of Li
a(a.u.)
Present
Calculation
6.597
Dagens
and
Perrot
(1973)
6.597
Perdew
and
Vosko
(1974)
6.621
Lawrence
(1971)
6.522
Er ~Er 15 L i
1.27404 1.27554' 
1. 33069*
1.312
Er _Er 
l 25'
1.56397
Er "Er 12 L1
1.76137
eh ~Er 15 ri
0.61501 0.64385'
0.662661
0.653 0.6735
e h  _Er 
12 ri
eh "Erl l
0.85361
1.21419
0.80742 
0.80892b
1.20338a 
1.23092b
0.811
1.235
0.8459
Rudge
(1969)
6.597
1.096
0.641
0.812
1.205
Table V (cont’d)
a(a.u.)
Present
Calculation
6.597
0.49419
0.81285
1.94667
2.26607
0.27158
Dagens
and
Perrot
(1973)
6.597
0.49287s 
0.50379*
0.845642 
0.86069*
0.27007
0.27945
Perdew
and
Vosko
(1974)
6.621
0.501
0.859
Lawrence
(1971)
6.522
0.5202
Rudge
(1969)
6.597
0.493
0.842
0.278 0.2920 0.270
Table V (cont’d)
Present
Calculation
Dagens
and
Perrot
(1973)
a (a.u.) 6.597 6.597
0.47648 0.48370'
0.488401
EN "Er W1 L 1
0.47648 0.48370' 
0.488 4.0*
, -E 
3 rl
0.95496 0.98212'
0.016051
V * 1!
1.11757 1.08509
1.11427
en "Er W2 1
1.20097
Perdew 
and 
Vosko 
(1974)
6.621
0.488
0.488
1.001
1.107
1.220
Lawrence
(1971)
6.522
0.4966
0.4966
1.0659
Rudge
(1969)
6.597
0.483
0.483
0.979
1.088
00OJ
Table V (cont'd)
Present
Calculation
Dagens
and
Perrot
(1973)
Perdew 
and 
Vosko 
(1974)
Lawrence
(1971)
Rudge
(1969)
a(a.u.) 6.597 6.597 6.621 6.522 6.597
en "Erwi xi
1.48428
V Er. 0.25366 0.25022 0.262 0.268 0.250
E -E ,
N1 Ni
0.20490 0.21363* 
0.20895*
0.210 0.2046 0.213
APW-Kohn-Sham self-consistant potential used
Hartree-Fock type of potential used
TABLE VI
Energy of State H12 According to Plane Wave Calculation
Dimension of Number of E„ (Ry)
Matrix PW 12
2 30 0.50998
3 54 0.50767
4 78 0.50761
5 84 0.50757
6 108 0.50754
7 132 0.50746
8 152 0.50712
9 168 0.50707
Tight-Binding Calculation 0.50824
TABLE VII
Effective Masses and Fermi Surface Parameters of Li
Parameter Present
Result
Other Theoretical 
Calculations
Experimental
Value
m /m op' 1.48 1.4742, 1.4538 1.337, 1.576
mth/m 1.53 1.5042, 1.6441, 1.6438 2.19
58
mr /m 
1
G(Ep) (Ry-1)
1.37
6.541
E(T1) (Ry) -0.3454
Ep-E(ri) (Ry) 0.2537 0.250241,
0.268440,
0.25238
0.26242,
0.25039,
0.2254
E(N1)-E(N|)(Ry) 0.2049 410.2136 ,
390.213 ,
420.210 , 0.204640,
0.209 38
Table VII (cont'd)
Parameter Present
Result
n100 - 2 2 0
n110 380
nm  " 1 1 0
S/S^ 1.0069o
Other Theoretical 
Calculations
Experimental
Value
-21042, 027038 -10055
36042, 23038, 28739 40055
-8042, -17038 -10055
1.002942, 1.0638
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TABLE VIII
Expansion Coefficients of E(k) According to (4.8)
E2 : 0.72842
E^1) : 0.15555
e |2) : 0.00495
e ]1* : -0.43719D
e ]2) : -1.619746
0.33984
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TABLE IX
Results of Total Energy Calculation
Method A [According to (5.3)]:
Sum of one-electron energy - 6.9700
1/2 Coulomb energy of electrons 8.5774
1/3 Exchange energy - 1.0365
Total energy of solid -14.5109
Total energy of free atom -14.3865
Cohesive energy (calculated) 0.1244
Cohesive energy (experimental) 0.122
Method B [According to (5.1)]
Kinetic E 
Coulomb E 
Exchange E 
Total E 
Total E Atom 
Cohesive E
Present Calculation
14.4595 
-25.8490 
- 3.1110 
-14.5005 
-14.3865 
0.1140
Reference 60
14.4804 
-25.8444 
- 3.1095 
-14.4736 
-14.3497 
0.1238
TABLE X
COMPTON PROFILE J(Q) OF Li IN THREE
J100 (Q) J110 (Q)
Q Core Total Core Total
0.0 0.6875 1 .8789 0.6873 1.8513
0.03 0.6862 1.8772 0.6859 1 .8316
0.06 0.6852 1 .8595 0.6850 1.8229
0.09 0.6835 1.8397 0.6832 1.8107
0.12 0.6811 1 .7999 0 .6309 1.7825
0.15 0.6781 1.7666 0.6779 1 .7595
0.18 0.6745 1.7279 0.6743 1.7263
0.21 0.6702 1.6872 0.6699 1 .6988
0.24 0.6653 1 .6203 0.6651 1.6496
0. 27 0.6598 1.5670 0.6596 1.6027
0.30 0.6537 1 .4979 0.6535 1.5338
0.33 0.6471 1.4304 0.6469 1.4855
0.36 0.6400 1 .3638 0.6398 1.4087
0.39 0.6323 1.2827 0.6322 1.3249
0.42 0.6242 1.2103 0.6241 1.2287
0.45 0.6156 1.1282 0.6156 1.1251
0.48 0.6066 1.0497 0.6066 1.0181
0.51 0.5973 0.9294 0.5974 0.9113
0.54 0.5877 0 . 8140 0.5879 0.8053
0.57 0.5778 0.6843 0.5778 0.7050
0.60 0.5676 0.4301 0.5683 0.6241
0.63 0.5572 0.6200 0.5579 0.5948
PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS
Core Total
0.6875 1.9194
0.6858 1.9064
0.6848 1.8758
0.6832 1.8731
0.6 809 1.8252
0.6779 1.8068
0.6744 1.7338
0.6701 1.6772
0.6653 1.6259
0.6599 1.5648
0.6540 1.4983
0.6475 1.4280
0.6404 1.3288
0.6329 1.2698
0.6250 1.1694
0.6163 1.0892
0.6078 0.9914
0.5985 0.8893
0.5888 0.7915
0.5788 0.67 14
0.5686 0.6119
0.5576 0.6100
Table X (cont'd)
J 10 0
Q Core
0.56 0.5466
0.69 0.5358
0.72 0.5250
0.75 0.5144
0.78 0.5026
0.81 0.4916
0.34 0.4809
0.87 0.4696
0.90 0.4534
0.93 0.4469
0.96 0.4348
0.99 0.^249
1.02 0.4138
1.05 0.4029
1.08 0.3919
1.11 0.3807
1.14 0.3702
1.17 0.3598
1.20 0.3495
1.23 0.3394
1.26 0.3295
1.29 0.3198
1.32 0.3103
1.35 0.3009
1.38 0.2918
1.41 0.28 28
1.44 0.2740
1.47 0.2655
1.50 0.2571
Total Core
0.5081 0.5469
0.59^3 0.5364
0.5800 0.5257
0.5663 0.5147
0.5501 0.5029
0.5349 0.4916
0.5207 0.4803
0.5060 0.^691
0.4911 0.4578
0.4764 0.4465
0.4610 0.4352
0.4481 0.4241
0.4341 0.4129
0.^206 0.4020
0.4071 0.3912
0.3937 0.3804
0.3812 0.3699
0.3689 0.3595
0.3570 0.3493
0.3455 0.3393
0.3344 0.3295
0.3235 0.3198
0 .3136 0.3099
0.3061 0.2998
0.2996 0.2915
0.2923 0.2827
0.2847 0.2739
0.2768 0.2654
0.2690 0.2571
Total Core Total
0.5809 0.
0 ■ 566 5 0.
0.5517 0.
0.5429 0.
0.5380 0.
0.5294 0.
0.5181 0.
0.5055 0.
0.49 24 0.
0.4792 0.
0.4659 0.
0.4528 0.
0.4398 0.
0.4267 0.
0.4146 0.
0.4022 0.
0.39 02 0.
0.3784 0.
0.36.6 8 0.
0.3555 0.
0.3445 0.
0.3336 0.
0.3225 0.
0.3114 0.
0.3018 0.
0.2922 0.
0.2828 0.
0.2743 0.
0.2661 0.
0.6049 
0.5933 
0.58 59 
0.5726 
0.5598 
0.5463 
0.5322 
0.5174 
0.5036 
0.4889 
0.4749 
0.4607 
0.4470 
0.4334 
0.4199 
0.4066 
0.3935 
0.3806 
0.3679 
0.3557 
0•3436 
0.3319 
0.3206 
0.3096 
0.2989 
0.238.4 
0.2 781 
0.2479 
0 .2 577
5467
5358
5248
5137
5026
4913
4801
4688
4575
4463
4351
4240
4130
4021
3913
3806
3701
3597
349 5
3395
3296
3199
3104
3010
2919
2830
2742
2657
2573
TABLE XI
DIELECTRIC FUNCTION, JOINT DENSITY OF STATES
(eV)
0.830
0.993
1.156
1.320
1.483
1.646
1.809
1.973
2.136
2.299
2.462
2.626
2.789
2.952
3.116
3.279
3.442
3.605
3.769
3.932
e-j^ (w)
62.123 
42.933 
31.276 
23.667 
18.426 
14.661 
11.863 
-9.724 
-8.051 
-6.712 
-5.622 
-4.715 
-3.946 
-3.337 
-2.757 
-2.427 
-1.982 
-1.637 
-1.46 3 
-1.214
e2 (u)
5.119
3.003
1.913
1.296
0.920
0.679
0.518
0.406
0.326
0.268
0.226
0.196
0.177
0.172
0.217
0.322
0.495
0.656
0.828
0.912
G(w)
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.0 
0.009 
0.03 0 
0.092 
0.154 
0.266 
0.341
AND OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY OF Li
tf-j- (w)
(10+14sec_1)
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.223
0.669
1.732
2.546
3.821
4.269
CJT (w)
(10+14sec 1)
5.136 
3.606 
2.675 
2.068 
1.650 
1.352 
1.132 
0.967 
0.841 
0.745 
0.673 
0.622 
0.596 
0.614 
0.819 
1.277 
2.061 . 
2.8 59 
3.773 
4.333
vo
to
Table XI (cont'd)
Kw (eV)
4.095 
4.25 5 
4.422 
4.555 
4.745 
4.911 
5.075 
5.235 
5.401 
5.554 
5.725 
5.591 
6.054 
4.217 
6.381 
6 .544 
6.707 
6.870 
7.034 
7.197 
7.360 
7.524 
7.687 
7.550 
8.013 
8.177 
8.340
£1 (w)
-0.996
- 1.020
-0.850
-0.785
- 0.739
-0.700
-0.676
-0.540
-0.521
-0.496
-0.399
-0.313
-0.306
-0.228
-0.127
-0.070
-0.084
0.005
0.067
0.061
0.081
0.139
0.157
0.167
0.206
0.223
0.251
e2 (w)
0.975
0.997
0.990
0.954
0.910
0.849
0.780
0.718
0.659
0.603
0.554
0.509
0.466
0.427
0.399
0.390
0.394
0.395
0.389
0.377
0.366
0.354
0.338
0.321
0.305
0.292
0.280
<7I (w) aT (u)
G(o)) ,,.+14 -1, (10 sec ) ,.-+14 -1 (10 sec
0.454 4.906 4.829
0.554 5.224 5.136
0.461 5.380 5.291
0.753 5.330 5.290
0.841 5.300 5.223
0.901 5.079 5.044
0.935 4.762 4.787
0.969 4.519 4. 549
0.992 4.251 4.302
1.009 3.981 4.0 54
1.029 3.757 3.835
1.042 3.551 3.627
1 .039 3.306 3.408
1.030 3.076 3.209
1.039 2.922 3.081
1.115 2.944 3.082
1.287 3.154 3.197
1.395 3.247 3.279
1 .488 3.290 3.305
1.551 3.245 3.279
1.636 3.226 3.255
1.735 3.217 3.223
1.767 3. 118 3.142
1.781 3.005 3.043
1 .799 2.905 2.953
1.834 2.841 2.883
1 .876 2.778 2.818
Table XI (cont'd)
Kw (eV)
8 .503 
8.666 
B .830 
8.993 
9.155 
9.319 
9.483 
9.646 
9.B09 
9.972 
10•138 
10.299 
10.4-82 
10.625 
10.7B9 
10.952 
11.115 
11.278 
11.44-2 
11.605 
11.768 
11.931 
12.095 
12.258 
12 .4-2 L 
12.585 
12.748 
12.911
e-j^ (W)
0.291
0.301
0.323
0.335
0.361
0.379
0.398
0.410
0.414
0.437
0.442
0.464
0.465
0.497
0.496
0.524
0.526
0.549
0.559
0.570
0.581
0.593
0.601
0.606
0.607
0.622
0.622
0.624
e2 (w)
0.268 
0.260 
0.254 
0.247 
0.240 
0.232 
0.224 
0.216 
0.206 
0.197 
0.189 
0.180 
0.172 
0.165 
0.158 
0.151 
0.146 
0.142 
0.138 
0.135 
0.135 
0. 136 
0.134 
0.132 
0.131 
0.126 
0.122 
0.117
CTj(w) crT (oi)
G ( 03) (10+^sec (10+^sec
1.885 2.702 2.756
1.933 2.678 2.723
2.008 2.680 2.709
2.104 2.672 2.690
2.150 2.629 2.653
2.186 2.581 2.609
2.293 2.565 2. 573
2.288 2.502 2.516
2.232 2.420 2.444
2.191 2.351 2.378
2.176 2.285 2.313
2.173 2.222 2.246
2. 147 2.143 2.177
2.144 2.089 2.118
2.143 2.029 2.061
2.136 1.963 2.004
2.170 1.925 1.963
2.221 1.901 1.935
2.254 1.869 1.906
2.297 1.843 1.892
2.521 1.910 1.926
2.667 1.955 1.956
2.660 1.939 1.953
2.695 1.952 1.959
2.741 1.970, 1.961
2.665 1.917 1.923
2.580 1.874 1.876
2.507 1.818 1.826
-1,
VO
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TABLE XII 
Optical Parameters of Li
Parameter Present Calculation Experiment
3.28 eV 2.5+0.1 eV7
3.2 eV6
o
a) 6.62 eV
P
wT 6.85 eV 6.94 eV7JJ
97
ka 0.015 0.02
P 2.62
T 3.48 eV
R 1.14
FIGURE CAPTIONS
Figure 1
Figure 2 
Figure 3
Figure 4 
Figure 5
Band structure of Li in several symmetry 
directions.
Density of states of lithium.
Compton profile of lithium. The solid line 
is the core (Is) contribution. The other 
curves include the band electrons, and 
pertain to the following directions:
(— • — ■ — ) [111] ; ( ) [100] ;
(-------- ) [110]. The experimental points
are as follows: X, [111] direction; , 
[100] direction; A, [110] direction; 0, 
polycrystalline sample. The above are all 
Ref. 65, and Ref. 63, polycrystalline 
sample.
The joint density of states of lithium. 
Square of momentum matrix elements of Li 
along 100 direction averaged over three 
components. The different curves indicate 
the transition between different pairs of 
bands
------ A^ Ag (first band)
(—  . —  . — ) & 1
(---- ) A^ -► Ag (second band)
96
97
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
Figure
6 Square of momentum matrix elements of Li 
along 110 direction averaged over three 
components. (---) 2^ 2^; (—  • —  • —  ^
E1 S3? ( ) E1 * E4*
7 Square of momentum matrix elements of Li
along 111 direction averaged over three
components. (---- ) A.^ -*■ A^
(—  * —  * — ) A^ -> A3 (first band)
(-----) A1 A3 (second band) .
8 Optical conductivity of Li. The solid curve
is obtained from Eq. (7.15), the dashed
curve is obtained from Eq. (7.19) including
-14a relaxation time t=9.68x10 sec. + and 
A are the results of Ref. 8 for temperatures 
of 140° K and 298° K, respectively.
9 Frequency dependent dielectric function of 
lithium.
10 Energy loss function of lithium.
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APPENDIX A
The Kubic harmonics of order I, normalized to 1 are
. 95 gxven by :
K - 1
O'1 /£?
k^+k^+k^K =i,21) 1/2 fKx+V * z  _ 3
4,1 4 Mir ( k4 5
,2. 2, 2
231 ,26,1/2 r x Y z . /4tT t, 1 ,
K6,l “ "8“ W  1 k6 + 22~ 4f 1 ~ I05J
k8+k8+k8
K8
65- /561» 1/2 , x y z _ 28_ ^
,1 16 4tt ' 1 ,8 5 *6,1
-  i l l  ^  k4 ,1 -  b
where k ,k ,k are the components of the cubic lattice, x y z
The energy E (it) is expanded up to the order of k8 as 
follows
E(k) = Eo+E2k2+k4 (E]1)+Ej2)K4rl)
+ k 6 <E 61 )+E62>K4 ,l+E63>K6 ,l> (A’2)
108
109
The iterative solution of (2) gives:
.2 _ E(it) a ,E (it) v 2 .2a2 b x ,E (it) x 3
where
a = E ^ + E ^ K .  , 4 4 4.1
Direct differentiation of (2) gives:
V2 E (3c) = 6 E 2 <1+Ax ( | —) +A2 ( | —) 2 +A3 ( | —) 3 )
2 2 2
where
Ax = 20 E^1^/6E2
(1) aA0 = [-20 E^' |- + 42 E^ + 22 E ^ K ,  ]/6E(1) (2)6 4,1
A3 = (20 E*1’ (p- - I-) - ^  (84 E*11 + 44 E<2))]/6E2
2
(A.4)
upon performing k space integration of (4.3) we will 
have:
where
%  kF 3 = 1 * <A -5>3tt
use multinomial expansion of (A.3), we have
where
B1 - ' S T  + E42) K4.1>
(1) (2)„ .2 
„ _ 7 4 4 K4.1>
2 = * E2
' 2ET [E61)+E62’K4.1+E63>K6.11 (A'6)
To obtain the value of S in (4.2) the results of the 
following angular integrations are found useful.
where ClfC2/C3 are constants given by:
APPENDIX B
The matrix elements of the components of a gradient 
operator between two orbitals <u^ (r-Jt) |u2 (?-!£) > are 
given below. The function u^(r-^) and u2 (r-5) are 
Gaussian type orbitals of the type
- a, (r-A) 2 - a, (r-^-) 2 - a, (r-^) 2
e , xe , xy e ., etc,
according to different atomic symmetry S,P,D. Additional 
normalization constants from the angular part of the wave 
functions have to be included. The orbital on the left 
hand side has exponential and is centered at lattice 
site A and that on the right has exponential an<^  is 
centered at lattice site S.
The formula below is derived by the technique of 
successive differentiation with respect to a, starting 
from the simplest SS type leading to results to PS, PP,
DS, DP, and DD types. The SS integral itself can be ob­
tained from SS overlap integrals. The following 
symbolic notations are used.
% _ ala2 A _ , ir ,3/2 . _ .-X(aS)
V s! ' ‘ V s?  ' c
— y ->■
AB = B-A
<SI V IS> = 2XA£ ABx 1  ^ x 112
113
<S|VX |.V = +XAC (1-2X XSx2)/a2 
<S|Vx |Py> = -2X2AC ABx ABy/a2
<S|VX |PZ> = -2X2AC ABx  ABz/a2
<px |Vx |Px> = -X2AC ABx (2X ABx2-3)/(aia2) 
<px |Vx |Py> = -X2AC ABy (2X ABx2-l)/(aia2) 
<px lvx lp z> = -X2A? AB z (2X ABx 2-1)/ (a1a2) 
<Py |Vx |Py> = -X2AC ABx (2X ABy2-l)/(a1a2)
<Py l VxlPz > = "2 ^  ABx ^ y  M a/ («1«2) 
<pz I vx Ip«2> = ABx (2X ABz2-l)/(a;La2)
<D |V |S> = -X2A? AB (1-2X AB 2)/a 2 
x y 1 x 1 y x 1
<Dyz|Vx |S> = 2X3A? ABx ABy ABz/0l2
<DZX|VX |S> = -X2AC ABz (1-2X ABx2)/“12
114
<D 2 2lVxlS> = “ 2x2a? ABx (l-X(ABx 2-ABy 2))/a;L2 x —y
<D , 0 |V„|S> = 2A2A C AB [X(AB 2+AB 2-2AB 2)-l]/a 2 2z —x x x y z x
<DxylVxlPx> = ^  ABx M y (3-2X
<Dy z lvx |Px > = X3AC ABy ABz (l-2A ABx 2)/(a]L2a2)
<DzxlVx l V  = ^  ^ x  ABa^3-2A ABx 2)/(ai2a2)
<D 2 2 I VaiPx > = x2^ 2x ABx 2-(l-X(ABx 2-ABy 2) )
(1-2X ABx2))/(a;L2a2)
<D 2 2lVxlPx> = x 2^C(“2X ABx 2-(X(ABx 2+ABy 2-2ABz2)-l) 
3z -r
(1-2A ABx 2))/(ai2a2)
<Dxy|Vx |Py> = -X2AC(1-2X ABx2) (1-2X ABy2)/(2 (c^2^) ) 
<Dyz I ^ X I Py> = X3A ^  ABx ABZ (1-2X ABy2) / ( a ^ )  
<D„ I ’* I V  = x 3 a ? ABy ABz d - 2 x ABx2)/(a;L2a2)
115
<Dx 2_y 2 l 7X I V  "  - 2X4?ABX ABy (ABx 2-ABy 2 ) / ( a 1 2 a 2 )
<D, 2 2 l 7 x l V  = 2X3?ABX AB (X(ABx 2+AB 2-2 AIT2) 
jZ ""IT
- l)/(a12a2)
< D X y  1 vx l pz> = ABy ABz (l-2X A B x 2 )/(cx1 2 a 2 )
<Dy z |Vx |Pz> = x 3 a C  A B x  A V 1”2* A B z2)/(a12a2) 
<DzxlVxlPz> = “^ W 1"2* ABx2 ) (1-2X A B z2)/(2ai2a2)
<D 2 2lVxlP z> = 2x3aC ABx  AB z (l-X(ABx2-ABy 2))/(a2a2) 
x -y
<D 2 2lVxlPz> = 2X3^  ABx AB z (X(ABx2+AB 2-2ABz2)
3z —r
-l)/a12a2
<Dxy Ivx IDxy> = X3aS ABx (1-2X ABy2) (3-2X ABx 2)/ (2a2a2)
<Dxy|Vx lDyz> = ABZ (1-2X ABy2)(1-2X ABx2)/ (2a2a2)
<Dyz|Vx |Dyz> = X3A? ABx (1-2X A B z2) (1-2X ABy2) / (2cc2a2)
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<Dx y 17x 1 DZX> =  - 2 x 4 a ?  “ *  ABy A B Z <3 - 2X ABx2)/(20l202)
<DyZ l7xlDzx> = X3i? “ , ( 1 _ a  ABx 2 )(1-2X AB z2)/(2a12a2)
<Dzxl7xlD zx> = x3/i? M x <3-2X AB x 2)(1-2X ABz2)/(2a12a2)
< D X y l \ l D  2 2> = "2x4a? ABy ((l-2X ABX2) (ABx2-ABy2)
x -y
+ 2 A B ^ / U a ^ a 2)
<Dy z |7x |Dx2 2> =  4X 5A ?  ABx  ABy AB z ' “ x S ^ ^
<Dzxlvx lD 2 2> = 2x3aC ABz (“2X ABx 2+(1-2X ABx2)
(1-X (ABx2-ABy2))) / (2a1 2 cx2 2 )
<D 2 2lVxl° 2 2> = “ 2X4AC AB (-(1-X(ABx2-AB 2))
x -y x -y
(3—2X AB 2) + 4X AB 2-3
X  X
+ X(-(ABx2-ABy2)(1-2X ABy2)
+ 2 ABy2))/(2ai2a22)
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<Dx y |VJ D,  2 2 > = - 2 X 3 AS AB ( - ( X ( M x 2+AB 2- 2 ABz 2 ) - 2 )
(1-2X ABx 2) - 2X ABx 2)/(2a;L2a22 )
<Dy Z |Vx l D3 z 2 _ r 2 > ”  - 4 *5 i ?  M x  ABy  ABz (ABx 2 +ABy 2 -2AB2 )
/(2a12a22)
<DZ X |VX |D 2 2> = 2X3AC ABz (X(l-2X ABx 2)(ABx2+ABy 2
3 z * jr
- 2ABz2)+l)/(2ai2a22)
<D 2 2 l’xlD , 2 2> = -2X3A5 AB <-(X(AB 2+AB 2
x -y 3z -r J
-2AB 2)-1) (3—2X AB 2)
Z X
(4X ABx 2-3)+(X(ABx2+ABy 2
-2ABz 2)-2) (1-2 ABy 2)
+2X ABy2)/(2a;L2a 22)
<D, 2 2l7xlD, 2 2> ” 'AB (211 )
3z -r 3z -r
/ ( 2 a 1 2 a 2 2 )
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II.. = (X(AB 2+AB 2-2 AB 2)+l) (1-2X AB 2)-4X AB 2 x x y 2S z z
II, = 4X AB 2-3+(3-2X AB 2)(X(AB 2+AB 2-2AB 2)-l) x x x y z
II, = (1-2X AB 2)(X(AB 2+AB 2-2AB 2)-2)+2X AB 2 •3 y x y z y
APPENDIX C
After the formula for the matrix elements of gradient 
operator between Gaussian type orbitals of s, p, d 
symmetry are obtained, we can derive the momentum matrix
X ***"element Mn^(k) between solid state wave functions in the. 
following way
m£a (Jc) = | y*(it,r) |-iVx |H'jl(Jtfr) d3r (A.l)
0
where
y (lcfr) = E an . (j<) <J). (ic/r) Bloch Functions (A. 2)
n j 3 3
z e v u. (r-$ )
^  /Sf v 3 v
Tight-Binding Functions (A.3)
Mn£*k* N . anj ^  j d r
o
-ilc«$ iJc'*$
I e v u.(r-$ )|-iv |E e u. (r-$ )
v J v y
- i  ct).tt«s-) . jd3r
1,3 U,V J
u.(r-^v)|-iVx |ui (r-Sy) (A.4)
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12 0
Let
-V
r-R.
y
= r' r = r'+R;
y
and
= RP
Use the discrete normalization
i (&-£').$
E e — N (A.5)
v
We have
= E 
if j
*nj <*> aU (E) p?. (£) D1
(A. 6)
where
ilc * S
P^-(k) = E e p [u.(r)|-iV„|u.(r-$ ) d3r (A.7)
J1 p J J P
expand
. -+■IK • R .
e p = cos(k*R ) + i sin(k*R ) (A.8)
P P .
Each term in pj^(k) has the following type of symmetry:
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-i sin(k*Rp)IDD -i sin (k*Rp) IDg cos(k»Rp)IDp
-i sin(ic*Sp) IgD -i sin (ic.Sp) IDg cos (ic*$p) Igp
-cos (ic*R ) I -cos(ic*^ )I -i sin(ic*S ) I _p PD p SP p PP
(A.9)
where I represents the integrals of between orbitals of 
different symmetry. So it is a complex matrix with DD,
DS, SS, PP type of integrals symmetric, and DP, SP types 
of integrals skew-symmetric.
In the actual computational process of band calcula­
tion, the matrix of the Hamiltonian H and overlap S also 
has the same type of symmetry which is brought into a real 
symmetric form by a unitary transformation U
d s p
d
U = s 
P
1 0  0
0 1 0  (A.10)
0 0 -i
therefore the correct solid state wave function has to be 
transformed by U  ^ from the eigenvectors of the eigenvalue 
problem solved in Chapter II. That is,
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M*t (£) = S (U^a <£))* P (£) ( U ^ a ^  (5))
1 r D
= Z a* (ic) a . (ic) (U P* (ic) u"1) . . (A. 11)
JLy j J J
where anj(k), j=l,...m is the nth column eigenvector.
(UPU is now a real symmetric matrix and the computa­
tion is relatively easy.
APPENDIX D 
LIST OF PROGRAMS
1. Coulomb contribution to total energy.
2. Exchange contribution and band energy contribution
to total energy.
3. Compton profiles in three directions.
4. Momentum matrix elements between Gaussian orbitals.
5. Momentum matrix element sum over direct space.
6. Momentum matrix elements between Bloch states.
7. Optical Conductivity.
8. Ionic polarizability.
9. Dielectric function and energy loss function.
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O 
o 
o 
o 
O 
o 
O 
o
J# JU «U «v JU *v «Ar «JU
' r T T T Y T T T T T ' T T ' T T ' f PROGRAM 1
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL*4 X »Y
CALCULATE THE COULOMB CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL ENERGY,USE CHARGE 
DENSITY AT 96 GAUSS POINTS AND 5000 INTERPOLATED POINTS BETWEEN R=0 
AND RS
NPT-NO. OF INTERPOLATED PTS.. EATM-TOTAL ATOMIC ENERGY. A-LATTICE CONST. 
OMEGA-VOL. OF UNIT CELL.O-EXCHANGE PARAMETER ALPHA.EB-TOTAL BAND 
ENERGY OBTAINED FROM OTHER PROGRAM. Z-ATOMIC NUMBER
DIMENSION WI96),V(96),R(96),FI(96) , F2I 96 ) ,F3(96),P(96),RHO(96)
COMMON/A/ U(96),AR(96)♦ARHO196),DEN(96)
COMMON/LCS/X(5000),Y (5000)
COMMON PI,RS,A,NPT 
NPT=5000 
100 FORMAT (2A4)
PI=3.141592653589793 
EATM=-14.3865 
EATM=—321.258 
A=3.491D0/0.52917D0 
Z = 3.DO
RS=A/2.D0*(3.DO/PI)#*0.3333333333 
ALAM0A=-9.D0/2.D0*(3.D0/(8.D0-PI))**0.3333333333 
0MEGA=A*A*A/2.D0 
0=2.D0/3.DO
C0NST=-4.D0*PI/3.DO/OMEGA 
WRITE (6,204) A,RS» ALAMDA,DIV 
201 FORMAT (10X,I10,5F20.8)
204 FORMAT (10X,6E20.8)
CALL GAUS96(V,P)
200 FORMAT (4A8)
C READ IN CHARGE DENSITY AS A FUNCTION OF R AT 96 POINTS
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00 900 1=1,96 
1302 -0RMAT (IX,I 3,2X,3F24.16)
READ(15,200) AR(I),G,DEN(I),ARHO(I)
R (I)=RS/2.D0*(V(I)+1.00)
WRITE (6,201) I,AR(I)»ARH0(I )
900 'CONTINUE
ARRANGE R AND WEIGHT FACTOR FOR GUASS 96 POINTS CALCULATION 
90 1201 1=1,48 
13=2* 149—1)
AR(I)=R{IJ)
W(I)=P(IJ)
1201 CONTINUE
00 1203 1=1,48 
IJ = 2-E — 1 
J=1+48 
AR(J)=R(IJ)
W(J)=P(IJ)
1203 CONTINUE
READ IN 5000 POINTS OF INTERPOLATED CHARGE DENSITY 
00 10 J=1,NPT 
READ(3,100) X(J ),Y(J)
10 CONTINUE
00 150 1=1,96 
CALL INTEG(I)
150 CONTINUE 
ANCL=0.DO 
CHAR=O.DO 
=XCH=O.DO 
COUL=O.DO 
YK0=0.DO 
00 110 1=1,96 
-1(1)=ARHO(I)*AR(I)^ AR ( I )
F2(I)=ARHO(I)*U(I)*AR(I)*AR(I)
<=3( I ) = ARHO (I )**( 1.3333333333)*AR( I ) *AR ( I )
WRITE(6,203) I,U(I),F2(I),F3(I),FI(I)
(J 
o
203 FORMAT ( 45X , I 5 ,4E18 .8 )
CHAR=CHAR+F1(I)*W(I)
C0UL=C0UL+F2(I)*W(I)
FXCH=EXCH+F3( I )*W( I )
VK0=VK0+ARH0(I)*AR(I)**4*W(I)
ANCL=ANCL+ARH0( I ) *AR ( I )*W( I )
110 CONTINUE
C THE FT AND ECH CALCULATED HERE ARE ONLY FOR CHECK
COUL=RS/2.DO*COIJL*4.DO*PI 
EXCH=1.00/3.D0*ALAMDA*RS/2.D0*EXCH*4.D0*P1*0 
CHAR=RS/2.D0*CHAR*4.D0*PI 
'/KO=RS / 2 • DO#VK0*4.D0*P I #CONST 
ANCL =RS/2 .D0#ANCL*4.DO#P I#Z#(—2.DO)
ET=EB-COUL—EXCH 
ECH=ET-EATM 
555 FORMAT (/,10X,» V(0) =»,F20.8,/)
WRITE (6,555) VKO 
WRITE (6,333) CHAR,ANCL 
333 FORMAT (/,5X,» TOTAL CHARGE DENSITY =•,F20.8,5X,*NUCLEAR PART OF 
3 COUL ENERGY =',F20.8)
WRITE (6,222) COUL,EXCH,EB,ET,ECH 
222 FORMAr (IX,'COUL =',FI2.7,2X,«EXCH =',F12.7,2X,•BAND ENERGY =',
*=12,7,2X,'TOTAL ENERGY =•,F12.7,2X, 'COHESIVE ENERGY =',F12.7)
PRINT 554 
554 PORMAT (//)
TH FOLLOWING ARE THE FINAL COUL.AND EXCH. CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL 
ENERGY,THE KINETIC ENERGY CONTRIBUTION TO BE FOUND FROM OTHER PROGRAM 
COUL=ANCL+COUL 
EXCH=EXCH*3.D0 
WRITE (6,444) COUL,EXCH 
444 =ORMAT (IX,'FINAL COUL ='»F12.7,5X»'FINAL EXCH =',F12.7)
999 STOP 
END
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SUBROUTINE INTEG(I)
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
REAL** X »Y
CDMMDN/LCS/X(5000)tY(5000)
COMMON/A/ U(9*>) , AR{96 ) ,ARH0(96 ) , DEN (96 )
COMMON PI»RS»A»NPT
THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FIRST INTEGRAL IN THE DOUBLE INTEGRAL FOR 
COULOMB ENERGY
OT=RS/QFLOAT(NPT)
T1=0.00 
T2=0.D0 
A1=0.00 
00 I J = 11NPT
IF (X{J).GT.AR(I)) GO TO 11 
T1=T1+Y(J)*DT*X(J)*X(J)
1 CONTINUE
11 JCUT=J 
JC1=JCUT—I
IF (JCUT.EO.l) GO TO 10
Tl=(Tl-Y(JClJ*OT*X(JCl)*X(JC1)/2.D0)/AR(I)
GO TO 12 
10 ADD=ARHO(I)*AR(I) *AR ( I J/2.D0 
GO TO 13
12 CONTINUE
AOD=( ARHOU)*AR(I)*AR(I)+Y(JC1)*X(JC1)*X(JC1))/AR(I)* C AR(I)-X CJC1)
3))/2.00
13 CONTINUE 
Al=Tl+AOD 
JC2=JCUT+1
IF (JC2.GT.NPT) GO TO 15 
00 2 J = JCUT»NPT
2 T2=T2+Y(J)*DT*X(J ) .
T2=T 2-Y(JCUT)*DT*X(JCUT)/2.DO-Y(NPT)*DT*X(NPT)/2.D0
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15 CONTINUE
BDD=(Y(JCUT)*X(JCUT)+ARHO(I)*AR(I)) =M X(JCUT)-AR(I))/2.D0 
A2=T2+BDD
U (I)=4«D0*PI*{A1+A2)
223 FORMAT (IX,315,6F18.8)
224 -ORMAT (IX,I5,7E18.8 )
RETURN
END
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•r,»* PROGRAM 2
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,0-Z)
REAL*4 E,C»CL»EX»TN
DIMENSION E( 10),C( 42,10),CL(42,42),EX(42,42),H(42,42),TN(42,42)
COMMON PI,Z,A,OE,CST»AK» OMEGA,EF
L CALCULATE THE RAND ENERGY,KINETIC ENERGY,AND EXCHANGE ENERGY USE
RECIPROCAL LATTICE INTEGRATION, THE COULOMB CONTRIBUTION TO THE TOTAL E
ENERGY IS OBTAINED FROM THE DIRECT SPACE INTEGRATION. THE COHESIVE ENERG
Y OBTAINED HERE IS FOR TEST ONLY
A-LATTICE CONSTANT,EF—FERMI ENERGY,P-EXCHANGE PARAMETER ALPHA,EATM-TOTAL 
ATOMIC ENERGY,ECE-EXPERIMENTAL COHESIVE ENERGY.
NKP-NO.OF K-POINTS IJSED,NBD-N0.0F RANDS,NDIM- DIMENSION OF MATRIX
PI=3.141592653589793 
4=3.491DO/O.52917DO 
AK=(2.00*PI/A)**2 
CST=-3.913633*2.*PI/A 
/=3.00
DMEGA=A**3/2.DO 
P=2./3.
FF=-0.09171353 
WRITE (6,1325) EF 
1325 FORMAT (20X,‘FERMI ENERGY =',F12.8)
EATM=-7.432503300*2.DO
EATM=-14.3365
ECT=-0.1342
ECE=-0.1168
N<P=285•
NBD=10 
NDIM=42 
SUM=0.DO
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ETT=0.00
E3B=0.00
e e k=o .do
ECL=0.00
e e x =o .oo
EHT=0.00
C RE AO IN BZ POINTS AMO WEIGHT FACTORS
00 I NM=1TNKP
REAO(5,25) IAB,KX,KY,KZ,WT 
25 FORMAT (4I5,E16.8>
XK=F|_0 AT ( KX )
YK=Fl_OAT {KY)
ZK==LOAT(KZ)
SUM=SIJM+WT
C REAO IN ENERGY E AND WAVE FUNCTION C,COULOMB MATRIX CL,EXCH.MATRI X EX AN
C 0 KINETIC MATRIX TN.
00 2 N=1,NBO
2 REAO(l) E ( N )»(C (L»N ),L=1»42 )
REA0{2) ((CL(I,J)»I=1,J),J=1,42)
READ(3) (C EX(I,J ),1=1,J),J=1,42)
READI4) ((TN(I,J),1=1,J),J=1,42)
00 3 J=1,N0IM 
00 3 1=1,J 
CL(J »I )=CL( I» J )
EX(J,I)=EX(I» J )
TN(J ,I)=TN(I,J )
3 CONTINUE 
EB=0.00 
E T=0.00 
EK=0.00 
EC=0.00 
EH=0.00 
EE = 0.00
00 20 N=1,NBO
IF (E(N).GT.EF) GO TO 20
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CP=0.00
x p=o .oo
TP=0.00
on 30 I=1»NDIM 
00 30 J = 1»NDIM 
CP=CP+C(I,N)*CL(I,J)*C(J,N)
XP=XP+C{I,M)*EX(I»J)*C(J»N)
TP=TP+C(I,N)*TN(I,J)*C(J,N>
30 CONTINUE 
C FACTOR OF 2 FOR THE SPIN DEGENERACY
EB=E0+E(N)*2.DO
ET=FT+(E(N)-0.5D0*CP-0.25D0*P*XP)*2.D0 
EC=EC+CP*2.D0 
. PH = EH + P*XP3!:2.no 
EK=EK+TP*2.D0 
20 CONTINUE
EBB=E BB+EB^WT 
ETT=ETT+ET*WT 
ECL=ECL+EC*WT 
ffx=FEX+EH*WT 
eek=ffk+ek*wt
39 FORMAT (1X,I5,3X,10F12.6)
WRITE (6,39) NM,EC,ECL,EH,EEX,EK,EEK,E8,EBB,ET,6TT 
I CONTINUE 
ETT=E TT/SUM 
ETB=EBB/SUM 
ECL=ECL/SUMs*:0. 5D0 
EEX=EEX/SUM*0.25D0 
EEK=EEK/SUM
WRITE (6,222) ETT,ETB,ECL,EEX 
C DE IS THE ATTEMPTED NUCLEAR EFFECT CORRECTION FOR THE COUL.ENERGY,NOT OK
DE=—16979825869 
EGT=F TT+DE 
ECOH=EGT-EATM 
FRCB=6TB-ECL-EEX
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Ill FORMAT (IX,'ETT =•,F12.8,3X,'ERCB =',F12.8*3X,'ECU =',F12.8,3Xt• 
3EAX ='* F12•8)
ERCB=ERCB+DE
WRITE (6,111) ETT,ERCB,ECL,EEX 
222 -ORMAf (10X,5F20.12)
WRITE (6,222) DE,ETT,EOT,EATM,ECOH 
WRITE (6,50)
50 =ORMAT (1H1)
WRITE (6,51) ETB
51 FORMAT (/,20X,' TOTAL BAND ENERGY = ',F16.8,/)
WRITE (6,52) ETT
52 FORMAT (/,20X,' TOTAL ENERGY NEGLECTING NUCLEAR EFFECT =',F16.8,/) 
WRITE (6,53) DE
53 FORMAT (/* 20X,1 CORRECTION DUE TO NUCLEAR EFFECTS =',F16.8,/)
WRITE (6,54) EGT
54 FORMAT (/,20X, • TOTAL ENERGY IN SOLID STATE =',F16.8,/)
WRITE (6,55) EATM
55 FORMAT (/,20X,* TOTAL ENERGY IN FREE ATOM STATE =• ,F16.8,10X,' 
3SPIN POLARIZED VALUE',/)
WRITE (6,56) ECOH
56 f o r m a t (/,20X,' ESTIMATED COHESIVE ENERGY OF LITHIUM =',F16.8,/) 
WRITE (6,57) ECT
57 f o r m a t (/♦20X,* EXISTING CALCULATED COHESIVE ENERGY =',F16.8,/) 
WRITE (6,58) ECE
58 FORMAT (/,20X,'EXPERIMENTAL VALUE OF COHESIVE ENERGY =»,F16.8,/) 
ECL=ECL—DE
FRCB=ETB-ECL-EEX 
WRITE (6,50)
WRITE (6,40) EEK 
WRITE (6,41) ECL 
WRITE (6,42) EEX 
WRITE (6,44) ERCB
40 FORMAT (/,20X,' TOTAL KINETIC ENERGY =',F16.8,/)
41 FORMAT ( /, 20X, ' TOTAL COULOMB ENERGY =',F16..R,/)
42 FORMAT (/,20X,' TOTAL EXCHANGE ENERGY =',F16.8,/)
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44- -ORNIAT (/»20X»' RECOMBINED TOTAL ENERGY s',F16.8»/) 
STOP 
END
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O.  Jf J *  .U  ^  •<« JU  ^  JU <JU Jf  «V*r'rT<r'r^ ‘f*r,T'TT*i*<PT'r PROGRAM 3
*EAL*8 WTtSUMW 
INTEGER*2 ID,IX,IY,IZ
COMMON/LCS/SKX(1000),SKY(1000),SKZ(1000)
COMMON/A/ WT(1785),KXY,KSX
01 MENSION XK(1785),YK(1785),ZK(1785)
Cl MENS ION E(10),C(42,10),UP(42)
C0MM0N/B/ ALS(9),ALP(6),ALD(3),AS(9 ),AP(6),AD(3),0MEGA,PI
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE COMPTON PROFILE J(Q) AS AFUNCTION OF Q IN 
THREE PRINCIPAL DIRECTIONS
NS»NP,ND* ARE NUMBER OF ORBITALS FOR S,P,D, TYPE OF SYMMETRY RESPECTIVELY 
NBD- NO. OF RANDS » NDIM-DIMENS I ON OF BASIS
PI=3.141592653589793
READ!5,51) ACONST,OMEGDV,PERM IE,DIV.NKPT,KST0L,KSINC,KSSTEP 
WRITE(6,52) ACONST,OMEGDV,FERMIE,KST0L,NKPT,DIV
51 P0RMAT(4F10.8,5I5)
52 “ORMATIIX,'LATTICE CONST =1 ,F8.5,3X,'NO ATOM PER LATTICE=',F5.1,3X,
11 FERMIE ENERGY=',F8.5,//,1X,'N0 OF KS=',I 5,3X,'NO OF B. Z. PTS=',
215,5X,'DIV=*,F8.2,//)
0MEGA=AC0NST**3/0MEGDV
NS=9
NP=6
ND=3
NDIM=42
N8D=10
NORMALIZE EACH BASIS ORBITALS ,KMX-NO. OF DIVISIONS FROM 0 TO H.
READ(5,64)(ALS(J),J=1,NS)
WRITE (6,65) (ALS(J),J=1,NS)
00 20 J = 1»NS
AS( J)=2.D0*(8.D0*ALS(J)**3/PI )**.25
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AS(J)=AS(J>/DSORT )
20 CONTINUE
64 -ORMAT (9F8.6)
READ(5»64)(ALP(J),J=1» NP )
WRITER,65) (ALP(J)♦J=1» NP)
00 1001 J=1♦NP
AP(J)=DSQRT(8.D0/3.D0)*(32.D0*ALP(J)**5/PI)**.25 
APCJ)=AP(J)*DS0RT(3.D0/(4.D0*PI))
65 FORMAT (1X,9F13.6)
1001 CONTINUE
READ(5,64) (ALD(J)* J = 1» ND)
WRITE (6,65) (ALD(J),J=1,ND)
00 99 J = 1»ND
AD(J )=8.D0*ALD(J)/DSORT(15 .DO)*(8.DO*ALD<J)**3/PI)**.25 
AD(J)=AD(J)*DSORT(15.00/4.DO/PI)
99 CONTINUE 
PRINT 59
59 FORMAT(1H1)
CC=2.0*PI/AC0NST
00 60 KS=1,KST0L
LE AD(3,61,END=63) IX,IY,IZ 
Il = IX
1 2= IY 
13=17.
SKX(KS)=FLOAT(I1)*CC 
SKY(KS)=FLOAT(I2)*CC 
SKZ(KS)=FLOAT(I3)*CC
60 CONTINUE
61 f q *mAT(3A2)
63 CONTINUE
66 FORMAT {10X,4I5,3F12.6)
62 F0RMAT(I5,3F1O.1)
CK=2.0*PI/( A CONST =*DI V)
SUMW=0.0
NPT=0
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<MX=32 
MKX=KMX*3/2 
JM=KMX+1 
DO 623 L=1»JM 
00 623 M=1,L 
00 623 N=1«M 
<X=L-L 
KY=M—I 
<Z=N-l
<SX=KX+KY+KZ 
<XY=<X +KY
IF (KXY.GT.KMX) GO TO 623 
IF (KSX.GT.MKX) GO TO 623 
NPT=NPT+1
CALL WEIG(KX,KY,KZ»KMX,NPT)
SUMW=SUMW+WT(NPT)
XK(N?T)=FLOAT(KX)*CK 
YK(NPT)=FLOAT(KY)*CK 
ZK(NPT)=FLOAT(KZ)*CK 
623 CONTINUE
71 F0RMAT(4I5,E16-8)
72 FORMAT! M5,5X, 1 WT= • ,F8.5)
TW =(2.0*DIV)**3*OMEGDV/8.0/48.0 
WRITE(6 »73) SUMW.TW »NPT
73 FORMAT(lXt//,lX,'SUMW='»2F18.5tlOXt,NO.OF PTS =',I6) 
PRINT 59
QR0ERR=CK*0.001
CONX=0MEGA*4.0/ ( P I* ( A CONST *DIV)**2 >*2.
CONN=OMEGA*2.0*SORT!2.0)/(PI*!ACONST*DIV )**2 )*2. 
C0NL=OMEGA*3.0*S0RT(3.0)/(PI*(ACONST*DIV)**2)*2.
10=0
90 FORMAT!F10.5)
91 CONTINUE
C READ IN VALUES OF 0
READ!5,90tEND=1000) 0
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IQ=IQ+1
Q=Q*CK
C0MPXC=0.0
c o m p x v=o .o
C0MPMC=0.0 
COMPNV=0.0 
C0MPI_C = 0.0 
C0MPI_V=0 .0 
KSST=1
THE RECIPROCAL SPACE SUM IS DONE IN SEVERAL STEPS SO THAT CONVERGENCE 
CAM BE CHECKED.
DO 900 KSJUM=1,KSSTEP 
<SENO=KSST+KSINC
READ IN ENERGY AND WAVE FUNCTIONS 
DO 100 KPT=1 * NKPT 
DO 101 11=1,NRD 
101 REAO(l) E(11),(C(JJ,I I),JJ=1,NDIM)
119 =ORMAT (/)
00 200 KS=KSST,KSEND 
PX=XK(KPT)+SKX(KS)
PY=YK(KPT)+SKY(KS)
PZ=ZK(KPT)+SKZ(KS)
1 PX=0
THE FOLLOWING IF STATEMENTS SELECT THE CORRECT RECIPROCAL LATTICE VECTOR 
TO BE INCLUDED AS REQUIRED BY THE DELTA FUNCTION IN THE EXPRESSION FOR J 
IF(ABS(PX—0).LT.QROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
IF{ABS(PY-Q).LT.QROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
IF(ABS(PZ-O).LT.OROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
IF{ABS(PX+Q).LT.QROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
IF(ABS(PY+Q).LT.OROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
IF(ABS(PZ+Q).LT.QROERR) IPX=IPX+1 
I PN=0
IF(ABS(Q-PX-PY).LT.QROERR) IPN=IPN+l 
IF(ABS(Q-PX+PY).LT.QROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF(ABS(Q+PX-PY).LT.QROERR) IPN=IPN+l
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IF(ARS(Q+PX+PY).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF(ABS(0-PY-PZ).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF { ABS ( 0—PY + PZ ) .LT.OROERR ) IPN=IP.N+1 
I F(ABS(O+PY—PZ).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF{ARS(Q+PY+PZ).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF{ARS(O-PZ-PX).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF{ARS(Q-PZ+PX).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+I 
IF(ARS(Q+PZ—PX).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
IF(ARS(O+PZ+PX).LT.OROERR) IPN=IPN+1 
I PL=0
IF(ABS(0—PX—PY—PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=!PL+I
IF(ABS(Q+PX—PY—PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
IF(ABS(Q—PX+PY—PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
IF(ABS(Q—PX—PY+PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
IF(ABS(0—PX+PY+PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
IF(ABS(O+PX-PY+PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL + 1
IF(ABS(0+PX+PY-PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
IF(ABS(Q+PX+PY+PZ).LT.OROERR) IPL=IPL+1
I F(IPX.EO.0.AND.IPN.EO.O.AND.IPL.EO.O) GO TO 200
RSO=PX*PX+PY*PY+PZ*PZ
CALL FOURIE{UPtPX.PY,PZ)
SUMG0=0.0
C 11=10 IS FOR THE IS CORE STATES
11=10 
SS=0.0
00 202 JJ=1.NDIM 
SS=SS+C(JJ11 IJ^UP(JJ)
202 CONTINUE
SUMCO=SUMCO+SS*SS 
103 CONTINUE 
EVA=0.0 
SUMVA=0.0
C 11=9 IS FOR THE VALENCE BAND
11=9
IF(F(11).GT.FERMIE) GO TO 104
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TT=0.0
00 201 JJ = 1 * NO IM 
TT=TT+C(JJ »I I)*UP(JJ)
201 CONTINUE
SUMVA=SIJMVA+TT*TT 
104 CONTINUE 
102 CONTINUE
COMPXC=COMPXC+SIJMC0*WT { KPT ) AFLOAT{IPX) 
COMPXV=COMPXV+SUMVA*WT(KPT)*FLOAT(IPX) 
COMPNC=COMPNC+SlJMCO*WT ( KPT) *FLOAT (I PN) 
COMPNV=COM?NV+SUMVA*WT(KPT)AFLOAT(IPN) 
COMPLC=COMPLC+SUMCO*WT(KPT)AFLOAT( I PL) 
COMPI_\/=COMPLV+SUMVA*WT( KPT) AFLOAT ( IPI.)
200 CONTINUE 
100 CONTINUE
PROFXC=COMPXC*CONX 
PROFXV=COMPXV*CONX 
PROFNC=COMPNC*CONN 
PRO-N^COMPNV^CONN 
PROFI.C=COMPLC*CONL 
PROFLV = COMPLV=!'CONL 
PFX=PROFXC+PROFXV
p p n=->r q f n c+pr o f n v
p f l=p r o f l c+pr of lv
Q 110=0/SORT(2.0)
Ql11=0/SORT(3.0)
WRITE(6,111) IQ»Q»PFX»PROFXC* PROFXV,Q110,PFN,PROFNC * PROFNV 
i)Qlll»PFL*PROFLC»PROFLV»KSEND 
111 -ORMAT(13 »IX *'0=',F6.3,1X,•J(100) = ',F6.3,1X,»(',2F7.4,•)' , 
@•0='»F6.3»IX,'J(110)=',F6.3,lXt'(•,2F7.4,' ) • , IX,
3»Q=» ,-=6.3, IX, ' J (111 ) = ' ,F6.3, IX, • ( ' ,2F7.4, • ) • , IX, 'KS=* , 14) 
REWIND 1 
REWIND 2 
KSST=KS END + 1 
900 CONTINUE
,
IX, 139
ID100=100 
10110=110 
ID111=111
WRITE(6,911 ) 10,0,PFX,PR0FXCtPROFXV,ID 100 
WRITE(7,911) 10,0,PFX,PROFXC,PROFXV,I 0100 
WRITE(6,911) 10,0110,PFM,PROFNC,PROFNV,I0110 
WRITE(7,911) 10,0110,PFN,PROFNC,PROFNV,10110 
WRITE(6,911) I0,0lll,PFL,PR0FLC,PR0FLV,I0111 
WRITE ( 7,911 ) IO,0111,PF1.,PROFLC,PROFLV, IOlll 
911 FORMAT(I5,4F14.8,I6)
999 CONTINUE 
00 TO 91 
1000 CONTINUE 
STOP 
END
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SUBROUTINE FOURIE(UP,PX,PY,PZ)
CQMMON/B/ ALS(9) ,ALP(6) ,ALD(3) ,AS(9 ),AP.(6) ,AD(3) ,OMEGA,PI 
01 MEWSION UP(42)
C THIS SUBROUTINE CALCULATES THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF THE GUASSIAN ORBITAS
00 10 1=1,42 
10 IJP( I )=0.0
CC=1.0/SQRT(OMEGA)
PPsPX^PX+PY^PY+PZ^PZ
00 20 NS=1,9 
DEL=PP/(4.0*ALS(NS))
I=(DEL.GT,60.0) GO TO 20 
OEL=EXP(—DEL)
SLAM=PI/ALS(NS)
CONST=CC*SLAM*SQRT(SLAM)*DEL
1 I=NS + 15
21 UPUI)=UP{II)+CONST*AS(NS)
20 CONTINUE
00 30 NP=1,6 
0EL=PP/(4.0*ALP(NP))
IF(0EL.GT.60.0) GO TO 30 
OEL=EXP(-DEL)
SLAM=PI/ALP(NP)
C0NST=-CC*SLAM*SQRT(SLAM)*DEL/(2.0*ALP(NP) )
Ll=24+NP 
L2=24+NP+6 
L3=24+NP+12
UP(LI)=UP(L1 ) +CONST*AP ( NP ) =*PX 
UP { L2 ) =IJP ( L2 ) +CONST*AP ( NP ) *P Y 
UP(L3)=UP(L3)+C0NST*AP(NP)*PZ 
31 CONTINUE 
30 CONTINUE
00 40 ND=1,3 
0EL=PP/(4.0*ALD(ND))
IF(DEL.GT.60.0) GO TO 40 
OEL=EXP(-DEL)
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SLAM=PI/ALD(ND)
CONST=-CC*SLAM*SQRT(SLAM)*DEL/ (4.0*ALD (ND)*AID(ND) )
•JP (NO ) =CONST*AD ( ND)*PX*PY 
UP(ND+3)=C0NST*AD( ND) *PY*PZ 
UP(ND+ 6 )=CONST*AD(ND)*PZ*PX 
|JP(ND+ 9)=CDNST*AD(ND)*(PX*PX-PY*PY)/2.0 
l IP(ND+12)=CONSf*AD(ND)*(3.0*PZ*PZ-PP)/(2.0-SORT(3.0)) 
40 CONTINUE 
*ETIRN 
END
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JU J< «*« .V> <JU v1' «(> JU «l« «V'r'r'f'r v r » ¥ * r <>*,r,»i»‘ir»T»*r PROGRAM 4
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
INTEGERS II,J1,NRC,IJX,IJY,IJZ
0 I MEMSI ON IX(365 ),IY(365 ),IZ(365 ) , IJX(365 ) * IJYI 365),IJZ(365)
COMMON ALS(9),AS(9) ,ALP(6) , AP(6),ALD(3) ,AD(3) ,DET(3,3),R(3 )
COMMON/LCS/G(42 » 42* 3)
COMMON MD*IS,ID,IP*102,ID3,ID4,ID5*IP2,IP3,IDIS 
COMMON ST,PI,X,Y,Z,XX,YY,ZZ,RA82,NRC
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE UPPER RIGHT TRIANGLE FOR MOMENTUM MATRIX 
ELEMENTS BETWEEN GUASSIAN ORBITALS FOR EACH DIRECT LATTICE VECTOR.
NOTE D X D,S X S,P X P, AND D X S ARE SYMMETRIC S X P AND D X P ARE 
SKEW SYMMETRIC
NTT-TOTAL PERMUTED DIRECT LATTICE. IS,IP,ID ARE NO. OF ORBITALS FOR 
S,P,D, TYPE OF SYMMETRY. IDD IS THE CONTRAL NO. FOR THE NO OF PERMUTED 
DIRECT LATTICE TO BE USED IN CALCULATE DD TYPE OF INTEGRALS, ISD,IPP,ETC 
ARE THE SAME. ACONST— LATTICE CONSTANT
NTT=169 
MD=42 
IS=9 
IP=6 
I D=3 
102 = 10*2 
ID3=10*3 
104=10*4 
ID5=10*5 
IP2=IP*2 
IP 3=IP*3 
IDIS=ID5+IS 
ST=0•1E-07
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70 FORMAT(615)
R E AD(5,70) IDO,I SO,ISS »IPD»IPS.IPP 
WRITE(6,71) 100,ISD,ISS,IPD,IPS,IPP 
65 *=ORMAT (1X,9F12.5)
71 FORMAT(IX,•100=» ,I5,2X,'ISD=',I 5,2X,•ISS=•,15,2X,•IPD=',I 5,2X, 
*• IPS=',I5,2X,'IPP = ',I5,2X,//)
AC0NST=3.49100/0.5291700/2.00 
P1=3.1415926 53589793 
REA0(5,64)(ALS(J),J=1,IS)
WRITE (6.65) (ALSU) ,J = 1,IS)
00 20 J=1,IS
AS( J)=2. D0*(8. DO*AI_S( J)**3/PI )**.25 
AS(J)=AS(J)/DSQRT(4.D0*PI)
20 CONTINUE 
64 PORMAT (9F8.6)
REAO(5,64)(ALP(J),J=l,IP)
WRITE(6,65) (ALP(J),J=1,IP)
00 1000 J=1,IP
AP( J )=DSQRT(8.O0/3.D0)*(32.DO*ALP( J)--5/PI )**.25 
4P(J)=AP(J)*DS0RT(3.D0/(4.DG*PI))
1000 CONTINUE
READ( 5 ,64) (AI.O( J),J = l,IO)
WRITE (6,65) (ALD(J),J=1,I0)
00 99 J=1»ID
AD(J)=8.00*AL0(J)/OSORT(15.00)*(8.D0*ALD(J)**3/PI)**.25 
AD(J)=AQ(J)*DSQRT(15.00/4.00/PI)
99 CONTINUE
00 60 1=1,NTT
60 REAO (1,61) IX(I ),IY{I),IZ(I)
61 FORMAT (3A4)
00 1001 1=1,3 
00 1001 J=1,3 
OFT( I ,J)=0.00 
IF(I.FO.J) DET(I,J)=1.00
1001 CONTINUE
1
4
4
o 
o
PRINT 59 
59 -ORMAT(IH1)
55 FORMAT!1X,I5,3(4X,F8.2)) 
<X = 0 
<Y=0 
KZ = 0 
JX=0 
J Y=0 
JZ=0
DO 999 NRC=1*NTT 
DO 52 1=1»MO 
90 52 J=1,MD 
90 52 K = 1r3 
52 G(I *J » K )=0.DO 
IXX=I X{NRC)
IYY=IY(NRC)
IZZ=IZ{NRC) 
X=-ACONST*DFLOAT(IXX ) 
Y=-ACONST*DFI_OAT (I YY) 
Z=-ACONST*OFI_OAT( IZZ )
R11)=X 
R(2)=Y 
R ( 3) = Z 
XX=X-X 
YY=Y*Y 
ZZ=Z*Z
RA82=XX+YY+ZZ 
IF(NRC.LE.IDD) 
IF(NRC.LE.ISD) 
IF(NRC.LE.ISS) 
IF(NRC.IE.IPD) 
IF(NRC.LE.IPS) 
IF(NRC.LE.IPP)
CALL DO I NT
CALL SDINT
CALL SSI NT
CALL POINT
CALL PSINT
CALL PPINT
THE DATA ARE STORED UNFORMATED* NRC INDICATE THE DIRECT LATTICE, IltJl,
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o 
O 
o 
o ARE THE LOW AND COLUM INDEX FOR EACH COMPONENT OF THE MATRIX GX,GY»GZ•
TO SAVE SPACE,IF ALL THREE ARE LESS THAN ST.,THE DATA ARE NOT STORED,IJX 
(NRC) COUNT THE NO. OF INTEGRALS STORED FOR EACH DIRECT LATTICE NRC.
DO 80 J1=1,MD 
DO 80 11 = 1,JI 
GX=G( U,Jl ,1)
GY=G(I 1,J1,2)
GZ=G(I1,Jl,3)
IF (ABS(GX).LT.ST.AND.ABS(GY).LT.ST.AND.ABS(GZ).LT.ST) GO TO 81 
WRITE (10) NRC,I1,J1,GX,GY,GZ 
<X=KX+1 
81 CONTINUE 
80 CONTINUE
IJX(NRC)=KX—JX 
JX = KX
WRITE(6,54) NRC,IX(NRC),IY(NRC),IZ(NRC),KX,JX,IJX(NRC)
54 -ORMAT (5X,'NO OF D.L.V. = ',I 5,5X,317,5X,317,5X,317,5x,317)
999 CONTINUE 
1245 FORMAT (11(IX,2615,/),//)
WRITE (6,1245) (IJX(NM),NM=1,NTT)
WRITE(15) (IJX(NM),NM=1,NTT)
STOP
END
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SUBROUTINE SSINT
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
0 1 MENS I ON SS(9»9,3)
COMMON ALS(9),AS(9),ALP(6),AP(6 ),ALO(3),AO(3),DET(3»3),R(3) 
COMMON/LCS/G { 42,4-2, 3 )
COMMON MO,IS»ID»IP,ID2»I03»ID4*ID5»IP2*IP3,IDIS 
COMMON ST,PI,X,Y,Z,XX,YY,ZZ,RAB2,NRC 
00 150 1=1,IS 
00 150 J=1,IS 
00 150 K=1,3 
150 SS(I,J,K)=0*00 
00 100 Kl=l,IS 
00 100 K2=l»IS 
0=1.00/( AI.S (K1 )+ALS(K2) )
ALAM0A = ALS(K1 )*ALS(K2)*IJ 
EXPA=ALAMDA*RAB2 
IP(EXPA.GT.50.D0) GO TO 100 
£ETA=DEXP(—EXPA)
9ELTA=(PI*U)**1.5 
C0E=2.D0*ALAMDA*DELTA*ZETA 
COC=AS(K1)*AS(K2)*C0E 
00 101 K = 1,3
101 SS(Kl,K2,K)=R(K)*C0C 
100 CONTINUE
00 102 1=1,IS
00 102 J=1,I
1 1 = 1 + 1D5 
J1=J+ID5
G(I1,J1,1)=SS(I,J,1)
G( Il,Jl,2)=SS(I,J,2)
G( Il,Jl,3)=SS(I,J,3)
G( J1,I1,1)=G<I1,J1,1)
G(Ji, 11,2)=G(I1,J1,2)
G(JI,I1,3)=G(I1,J1,3)
102 CONTINUE
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SUBROUTINE PSINT
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
DIMENSION PS(18 » 9» 3)
COMMON ALS(9)»AS(9),ALP(6),AP(6),ALD(3),AD(3),D£T(3»3),R(3) 
C0MM0N/LCS/G(42,42,3)
COMMON MO,IS,ID,IP,ID2,ID3,104,I 05,IP2,IP3, I 01S 
COMMON ST fPI»X,Y »Z , XX »YY *ZZ»R AB2 » NRC 
00 250 1=1,IP3 
00 250 J=1,IS 
00 250 K=1,3 
250 PS(I , J ,K)=0.00 
00 200 K=1,IP 
<1=K 
<2=K+IP 
K3=K+IP2 
00 200 L=1♦IS 
U=l.DO/(ALP(K)+ALS(L))
ALAMOA=ALP(K )*ALS(L)*U 
EXPA=ALAMDA*RAB2 
IPfEXPA.GT.AO.OO) GO TO 200 
ZETA=DEXP(—EXPA)
0ELTA=CPI*IJ)**1.5 
tJ2 = ALS(L)*U 
TW0AL=2.D0*ALAMDA 
C0E = IJ2*DELT A#ZET A 
CDC=AP(K)*AS(L)*C0E 
00 201 KK=1,3
PS(Kl,L*KK)=(TWOAL^R(KK)^ R(l)-DET(KKtl))*CDC 
PS(K2,LtKK)=(TW0AL*R(KK)*R{2>-DET(KK,2))*CDC 
PS(K3,L»KK)=( TWOAL^R ( KK ) r*R ( 3) — DET (KK » 3) )*CDC 
201 CONTINUE 
200 CONTINUE
00 202 1=1,IP3 
00 202 J=1,IS 
I1=I+IDIS
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Jl=J+ID5
00 202 K=1» 3
G( litJ1,K)=PS(I»J,K)
G ( J1 * I 1 * K )=G(11» J 1»K ) 
202 CONTINUE
222 -ORMAT (1X»315,3E20.8) 
RETURN 
END
tnO
SUBROUTINE PPINT
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
01 MENS ION PP(18 »I8» 3)
COMMON ALS ( 9 ) ,AS(9) ,A!_P (6) , AP ( 6 ) , ALO ( 3 ) , AO{ 3 ) ,DET ( 3♦ 3 ) f R ( 3 )
COMMON/LCS/G{42,42,3)
COMMON MD,IS*ID,IP,ID2,ID3,ID4,ID5,IP2,IP3,IDIS 
COMMON ST»PI,X,Y»Z*XX»YY,ZZ»RAB2»NRC 
00 350 1=1,IP3 
LO 350 J = 1, I P3 
00 350 K=1,3 
350 PP(I♦J,K)=O.DO 
00 300 K=1,IP 
< 1=K 
<2=K+IP 
<3=K+IP2 
00 300 L=1♦IP 
L 1=L 
L2=L+IP 
L3=L+IP2
II—1 -00/ ( ALP(K)+ALP(L) )
ALAMDA=ALP(K )*ALP(L)*U 
EXP A=ALAMDA=i'RAB2 
IFJEXPA.GT.40•DO) GO TO 300 
ZETA=OEXP(—EXPA)
O E L T A = ( P I * U ) « 5 
TWO A L=2 .DO5!'ALAMO A 
COE=U*ALAMDA=i=DELTA*ZETA 
CDC=AP(K)*AP(L)5S'COE 
00 302 KK=1,3
PP(K1,L1,KK)=-(TW0AL*R(KK)*R(1)*R(1)-DET(KK,1)*R(1)-DET(1 * 1)*R(KK) 
d-DET( KK* 11'S'R (1) I’i'CDC 
PP(K1,L2,KK)=-(TWOAL*R(KK)*R(1)*R(2)-DET<KK,1)*R(2)-DET(1,2)*R(KK) 
a-DET(KK,2)*R(l))*CDC 
PP(K1,L3,KK)=-(TWOAL*R(KK)*R(1)*R(3)-DET(KK,1)*R(3)-DET(1,3)*R(KK) 
t)-DET(KK,3)#R(1) ) *CDC
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PP(K2,L1,KK)=-(TW0AL*R{KK)*R(2) 
3—DET(KK »1)*R(2 ))*CDC 
PP(K2» L2»KK)=-(TWOAL-R(KK)*R(2) 
3—DET(KK , 2 ) *R ( 2 ))*CDC 
PP(K2,13,KK)=-(TW0AL*R(KK)*R{ 2) 
3—DET(KK,3)*R(2))-CDC 
PP(K3,L1tKK)=-{TWOAL-R(KK)^ R(3) 
3—DET(KK * 1)*R(3))*CDC 
°P(K3» L2» KK)=— (TWOAL-R(KK)-R(3) 
3-OET(KK,2)*R(3))*CDC 
PP(K3,L3,KK)=-(TWOAL^R(KK)*R(3) 
3-DET(KK,3)*R(3))*CDC 
302 CONTINUE 
300 CONTINUE
00 305 1=1,IP3
00 305 J=1,I
11 = 1 + 1DIS
Jl=J+IDIS
00 305 K=1,3
G(II,J1,K)=PP(I,J,K )
G(Jit 11,K)=G(11•J1,K )
305 CONTINUE
222 PQRNAT (IX,31 5,3E20.8)
RETURN
END
R (1)-DET(KK,2)*R(l)-DET(2,l)*R(KK) 
R(2)-DET(KK,2)*R(2)-DET(2,2)*R(KK) 
R(3)-DET(KK,2)*R(3)-DET(2,3)*R(KK) 
R (1)-DET(KK,3)*R(1)-DET(3,1)*R(KK) 
R(2)~DET(KK,3)*R(2)—DET(3,2)#R(KK) 
R(3)-DET(KK,3)*R(3)-DET(3,3)*R(KK)
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SUBROUTINE SDINT
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
01 MENS ION SOX(9,18),SOY(9,18),S0Z(9,18)
COMMON A L S (9).AS(9),ALP(6>, AP{6),ALD(3),AD(3),DET(3,3),R(3) 
COMMON/LCS/G(42,42,3)
COMMON MD,IS,ID,IP,I02,I03,ID4,ID5,IP2,IP3,IDIS 
COMMON ST,PI,X*Y,Z*XX,YY,ZZ»RAB2»NRC 
RX2=XX—YY 
RZ2=3.00*ZZ—RAB2 
00 450 1=1,IS 
00 450 J = 1,I 05 
SOX(I,J )=0.00 
SOY(I,J )=0.00 
SOZ(I,J)=0.00 
450 CONTINUE
00 400 K2=1»I0
J 1 = K2
J2=K2+I0
J3=K2+I02
J4=K2+I03
J5=K2+I04
00 400 Kl=l,IS
U = l.DO/< ALSK1 )+ALO( K2 ) )
ALAMDA=ALS(K1)*ALU(K2)*U 
E XPA=4LAMOA*RAB2 
IF(EXPA.GT.40.00) GO TO 400 
ZETA=DEXP(—EXPA)
0ELTA=(PI*U)**1.5
U1=ALS(K1)*U
TWOAL=2.00*ALAMOA
C0E=U1*U1*0ELTA*Z ETA
C0C=AS(K1)*AD(K2)*COE
SDXK1,J1)=(TWOAL*XX-l.DO)*Y*COC
SOY(K1,J1)=(TW0AL*YY-1.00)*X*CDC
SDZ(K1,J1)=TW0AL*X*Y*Z*CDC
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SHY ( < 1 , J2 ) = ( TWOAl*YY-l . DO) *7.*CDC 
SDZ(K1,J2)=<TWOAL*ZZ-l.DO)*Y*CDC 
SDX(K1»J3)={TWOAL^XX—1•DO)^ Z^COC 
SDZ(K1,J3)={TW0AL*ZZ-1.00)*X*CDC 
CDC=COC/2.DO
SDX(K1,J4) = (TW0AI_*RX2-2.D0)*X*CDC 
SDYfKl,J4)={TWOAl*RX2+2.DO)*Y*COC 
SDZ(K1,J4)=TW0AL*RX2*Z*CDC 
CDC=COC/DSQRT(3.DO) 
SDXIK1,J5)=(TW0AL*RZ2+2.00)*X*CDC 
SDY { <I, J5 ) = ( TWOAI_*RZ2+2 .DO) *Y*CDC 
SDZ(KI,J5)=(TW0AL*RZ2-4.DO)*Z*CDC 
SDXKl,J2)=SOZ(Kl,Jl) 
SDY(KI»J3)=SDZ(K1»J1)
402 CONTINUE 
400 CONTINUE
00 405 1 = 1, IS
00 405 J = 1,105
1 1=1 + 105 
Jl = J
G(I1,J1,1)=S0X(I,J>
G{ Il»Jlt2)=S0Y(I»J)
G (11,J1,3)=SOZ(I,J )
G(J1,I1,1)=G(I1,J1,1)
G(JlfIl,2)=G(Il,Jl,2)
G(J1,I1,3)=G(11,Jl,3)
405 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
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1 ZZZ =(TW0AL*ZZ*ZZ-6.D0*ZZ+3.DO/TWOAL)*CDC 
XXXY=X*Y*(TWOAL=i:XX-3.DO)*CDC 
XXXZ=Z*X=MTW0AI_*XX-3.D0)*CDC 
XYYY=X*Y*(TWOAL*YY-3.DO)*CDC 
YYYZ=Y*Z*(TW0AL*YY-3.D0)*CDC 
XZZZ=Z*X*(TWOAL*ZZ-3.DO)*CDC 
YZZZ=Y*Z*(TWOAL-ZZ-3.00)*CDC 
XXYY= (TW0AL*XX*YY-XX-YY+1.DO/TWOAL)*CDC 
YYZZ=(TW0AL*YY*ZZ-YY-ZZ+1.DO/TWOAL)-CDC 
XXZZ=(TW0AL*XX*ZZ-XX-ZZ+1.DO/TWOAL)*CDC 
XXYZ=Y*Z*(TW0AL*XX-1.DO)*COC 
XYYZ=Z*XJS:( TWOAL^YY-l . DO) #CDC 
XYZZ=X*Y*(TWOAL*ZZ-l.DO)*CDC 
501 CONTINUE
11 = L1
12 = L2 
I 3=L3
PDX(11.JI)=XXXY 
PDY(I1»J1)=XXYY 
PDZ(IltJl)=XXYZ 
PDXIIl,J2)=XXYZ 
PDY(Ii»J2)=XYYZ 
°DZ(IItJ2)=XYZZ 
PDX(Il,J3)=XXXZ 
PDY(11.J3)=XXYZ 
PDZ(II,J3)=XXZZ
PDX(II,J4)=(XXXX —XXYY )/2.D0
PDY(I1,J4)=(XXXY -XYYY )/2.D0
PDZ(11»J4) = (XXXZ — XYYZ )/2.D0
PDX{11»J5) = (2.D0*XXZZ -XXXX -XXYY )*CC
PDY(IltJ5) = (2.DO* XY Z Z -XXXY -XYYY )*CC
PDZ(I1,J5)=(2.D0*XZZZ -XXXZ -XYYZ )*CC
PDX(I 21J1)=XXYY
PDY(12♦J1)=XYYY
PDZ(12,J1)=XYYZ
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PDX(I 2 » J2)=XYYZ 
PDY(12 , J2)=YYYZ 
PDZ(I2,J2)=YYZZ 
PDX(I2,J3)=XXYZ 
PDY(I2,J3)=XYYZ 
PDZ(12 * J3)=XYZZ 
PDX(12,J4)=PDY(II,J4)
PDY(I2tJ4)=(XXYY —YYYY )/2
POZ(I2tJ4)=(XXYZ -YYYZ )/2
PDX(I2,J5)=PDY(II,J5)
PDY{I2,J5)=(2.D0*YYZZ -XXYY
PDZ(I2,J5)=(2.OO^YZZZ -XXYZ
PDX(I3,J1)=XXYZ
PDY{13,J1)=XYYZ
PDZ(13,J1)=XYZZ
PDX(I3,J2)=XYZZ
PDY(I3,J2)=YYZZ
PDZ(13,J2)=YZZZ
PDX(I3,J3)=XXZZ
PDY(I3,J3)=XYZZ
PDZ(13,J3)=XZZZ
PDX(13,J4)=PDZ(II,J4)
P 0Y (I3,J4)=PDZ(12,J4)
PDZtI3,J4)=(XXZZ —YYZZ )/2
PDX(I3,J5)=PDZ(II,J5)
PDY{I3»J5)=PDZ(12,J5) 
PDZ(I3,J5)=(2.DO*ZZZZ -XXZZ 
502 CONTINUE 
500 CONTINUE
DO 505 1=1,IP3 
00 505 J=1,ID5 
Il=I+IDIS 
J1 = J
G(Il»Jl,l)=PDX(I,J)
G'( 11, J 1, 2 ) =PDY ( I , J )
DO
DO
-YYYY
-YYYZ
DO
-YYZZ
)*CC
)*CC
)*CC
cn
G(I1.JI*3)=PDZ(I»J)
G(Ji,Ilfl)=G(Il»Jl*l) 
G ( J1 *11 * 2)=G(11 ♦ J I ♦ 2 ) 
G( JltIl»3)=G(II*Jl*3) 
505 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
tnoo
SUBROUTINE DDINT
IMPLICIT REAL *8 (A-F,H,0-Z)
DIMENSION 001(15,15),002(15,15),DD3(15,15)
COMMON ALS ( 9 ) » AS(9) ,AI_P(6) t AP ( 6 ) , ALO (3 ) , AD ( 3 ) ,DET(3,3),R(3) 
COMMON/LCS/G(42,42♦ 3)
COMMON MD,IS,ID,IP,ID2♦ID3,1 04,1 05,IP2,1P3,IDIS 
COMMON ST, PI ,X,Y,Z,XX, YY , Z7_ ,R AB2 , NRC 
DO 650 1=1,105 
DO 650 J = 1,I 05 
DDK I ,J)=0.00 
DD2(I,J)=0.DO 
003(I,J)=O.DO 
650 CONTINUE 
XYZ=X*Y*Z 
X4=XX*XX 
Y4=YY*YY 
Z4=ZZ*ZZ
CC=l»00/(2•00*0S0RT(3 .00))
CCCC=CC*CC
00 600 Kl=l»ID
1 1=K1
I2=Kl+I0
I3=Kl +1 02
I4=K1+103
I5=K1+ID4
00 600 K2=l,10
U=1.00/(ALD(K1)+ALD(K2))
ALAMDA=( ALD(K1 )=*=AL0(K2> )*U
EXPA=ALAMDA*RAB2
IFIEXPA.GT.50.00) GO TO 600
J 1 = K2
J2=K2+I0
J3=K2+I02
J4=K2+ID3
J5=K2+I04
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003(El,J2)=XY2Z2
001(11»J3)=X3YZ
OD2(Il»J3)=X2Y2Z
DD3(I1,J3)=X2YZ2
0 01(Il,J4)=(X4Y-X2/3)/2.D0
002(11»J4) = (X3Y2—XY4)/2.00
0 03{I1*J4) = (X3YZ —XY3Z)/2•DO
001 ( II,J5)=(2.D0*X2YZ2-X4Y-X2Y3)*CC 
0 02(I1,J5)=(2«DO^XY2Z2—X3Y2—XY4)^ CC 
0D3(Il,J5) = (2.00=$cXYZ3-X3YZ-XY3Z)*CC 
001(I2,J2)=XY2Z2
0D2 (I2*J2)=Y3Z2
0D3(I2,J2)=Y2Z3
001(12 »J3)=X2YZ2
0D2(I2,J3)=XY2Z2
003(12,J3)=XYZ3
0 01{I2,J4)=(X3YZ-XY3Z)/2.00
002(I2,J4)=(X2Y2Z-Y4Z)/2.D0
003(I2,J4)={X2YZ2-Y3Z2)/2.D0
001(I2,J5)=(2.00*XYZ3-X3YZ-XY3Z)*CC
002(12,J5) = (2» D0#Y2Z 3—X2Y2Z-Y4Z)*CC
003{12,J5)=(2.00*YZ4-X2YZ2-Y3Z2)*CC
0 01(I 3,J3)=X3Z2
002(I3,J3)=X2YZ2
0D3(13,J3)=X2Z3
001(I3,J4)=(X4Z—X2Y2Z)/2.00
0D2(I3,J4)=(X3YZ-XY3Z)/2.00
0D3(I3,J4)=(X3Z2-XY2Z2)/2.D0
001(13,J5) = (2.00*X2Z 3—X4Z-X2Y2Z)*CC
002(13,J5)=(2.00*XYZ3-X3YZ-XY3Z)*CC
0 03(I3,J5)=(2.00*XZ4—X3Z2-XY2Z2)*CC
001(I 4,J4) = (X5—2 ,00*X3Y2+XY4)/4.D0
002(14,J4)=(X4Y-2.00*X2Y3+Y5)/4.00
003( I4,J4) = (X4Z-2.D0*X2Y2Z+Y47. )/4.D0
001(I4,J5)=(2.00*X3Z2-2.D0*XY2Z2>-X5+XY4)*CC/2.00
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DD2 ( 14,J5)=(2.00*X2YZ2-2.D0*Y3Z2-X4Y+Y5)*CC/2.00 
003 ( 14,J5)=(2.D0*X2Z3-2.00*Y2Z3-X4Z+Y4Z)*CC/2.00 
0 01(15,J5)=(4.D0*XZ4+X5+XY4-4.00*X3Z2-4.D0*XY2Z2+2.D0*X3Y2)*CCCC 
002(I5,J5)=(4.00*YZ4+X4Y+Y5-4.00*X2YZ2-4.D0*Y3Z2+2.D0*X2Y3 )*CCCC 
0D3( I5,J5 )=(4.00*Z5+X4Z+Y4Z-4.D0*X2Z3-4.D0*Y2Z3+2.D0*X2Y2Z)*CCCC 
600 CONTINUE
00 606 J=1,105 
00 605 I=1 tJ 
G(J,[,1)=DD1(I,J)
G ( J » I , 2 )=002( I » J )
G(J»I»3)=DD3(I,J)
G(I»J»1)=G(J»I»1)
G(I»J»2)=G(J,I»2)
G(I»J»3)=G(J»I,3)
605 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
ENO
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•r'rT'T*'r“,Y>¥^&*r'»,'TT"r,T'r PROGRAM 5 ww *y WU *1# JU Ju WU U* J# a^ U «JU J(r T,*r'^'rir,r'r'r'r',r*r'»‘^ ,>>ir
REAL*8 ARG
INTEGER*2 LX,LY,L2,I0
COMMON/LCS/ HX(903)*HY(903),HZ(9 03),VX(903),VY(903)*VZ (903)
DIMENSION LX(181),LY(181),LZ(181),10(181)
THIS PROGRAM SUM OVER PERMUTED DIRECT LATTICE OF THE COMPONENTS OF THE 
MOMENTUM MATRIX ELEMENTS BETWEEN GAUSSIAN ORBITALS WHICH ARE PREVIOUSLY 
CALCULATED.
KMX—  NO.OF DIVISIONS* MMM— NO.OF PERMUTED DIRECT LATTICE USED
PI=3.141592653589793 
KMX=32
AKM=p I/FLOAT{KMX)
SUM=((FLOAT(KMX))**3)/12.
MMM=144
READ(5,222) (10( I),1 = 1,144)
WRITE ( 6, 333) (IQ(I)*I=1,144)
222 FORMAT (2613/26 I 3/26 I 3/26 I 3/261 3/261 3/251 3)
333 = ORMA !* (7(1X»26I5*/))
JM=KMX+1 
'1KX = 3-KMX/2 
C READ IN PERMUTED DIRECT LATTICE
00 21 N=1 * MMM
READ (3,763) LX(N),LY(N),LZ(N)
21 CONTINUE 
JJJJ=0
00 623 L =I»JM 
00 623 M = 1»L 
00 623 N=1,M 
KX=L—I 
KY=M-L
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KZ=N— I
<SX=KX+KY+KZ
<XY=<<+KY
IP (KXY.GT.KMX) GO TO 623 
Ii= (KSX.GT.MKX) GO TO 623 
JJJJ=JJJJ+1 
X=AKM*FLOAT(KX)
Y = AKM*FI_OAT(KY)
Z=AKM*FLOAT(KZ)
DO 613 IJ=1,903 
HX(IJ)=0•
HY(IJ)=0•
HZ(IJ)=0.
613 CONTINUE
00 610 NRM=ItMMM
READ IN THE CONTRAL NO.WHICH COUNT THE NO. OF NON ZERO INTEGRALS FOR 
EACH DIRECT LATTICE.
FOR EACH DIRECT LATTICE VECTOR, INITIALIZE THE MATRIX ELEMENTS TO ZERO. 
00 611 IJ = 1,903 
VX(IJ)=0.
VY(IJ)=0.
VZ(IJ)=0.
611 CONTIMUE 
NK=I0(NRM)
00 20 1=1,NK
READ(2 » END = 25) NRC»II , J1,GX,GY,GZ 
IP (NRC.NE.NRM) GO TO R88
1 J = J1*(Jl-1)/2 + 11 
VX(IJ)=GX
VY(IJ)=GY 
VZ(IJ)=GZ 
20 CONTINUE 
XI=LX(NRM)
YJ=LY(NRM)
ZK=LZ(NRM)
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711 XA=X*<I 
YB=Y*YJ 
ZC=Z*ZK 
ARG=XA+YB+ZC 
AA=DCOS(ARG)
BB=DSIN(ARG)
00 80 J=l,24
00 80 1=1,J
1 J = J*(J-l)/2 + I
HX ( IJ)=HX( IJ)+BB*VX{ I J)
HY(IJ)=HY(IJ)+BB*VY(IJ)
HZ(IJ)=HZ(IJ)+BB*VZ(IJ)
80 CONTINUE
00 81 J = 25.,42
00 81 1=25,J
1 J = J*(J-l)/2+I
HX{IJ)=HX(IJ)+BB*VX(IJ)
HY(IJ)=HY(IJ)+RR*VY(IJ)
HZ(IJ)=HZ(IJ)+BB*VZ(IJ)
81 CONTINUE
00 82 1=1,24
00 82 J = 2 5»42
1 J = J*(J-l)/2 + I
HX(IJ)=HX(IJ)+AA^VX( I J)
HY(IJ)=HY(IJ)+AA*VY(IJ)
HZ(IJ)=HZ(IJ)+AA*VZ(IJ)
82 CONTINUE 
610 CONTINUE
REWIND 2
WRITE (6,1264) JJJJ,KX,KY,KZ 
WRITE (6,669)
C FOR EACH POINT IN THE 1/48 TH OF THE BZ.,STORE THE SUMMED MATRIX ELEMENT
C IJN-ORMATTED ARRANGED IN THE WAY DEFINED BY THE UPPER 1/2 TRIANGLE
WRITE(4)(HX(IJ),IJ=1,903) I
WRITE(4)(HY{IJ)»IJ=1,903)
WRITE(4)(HZ(IJ),1J=l,903)
GO TO 25 
00 831 J=1 * 42 
00 8R1 1=1,J 
IJ=J*(J-l)/2+I 
881 WRITE (6,431) I,J,HX(IJ),HY(IJ),HZ(IJ)
25 CONTINUE 
623 CONTINUE
431 -ORMAT (IX,215,3E20.8)
669 =ORMAT (//)
763 -ORMAT(3A4)
1264 FORMAT (10X,'BRILL.ZONE POINT N0=•,110,50X,313)
GO TO 999 
838 WRITE (6,762) NRM,NRC,NK
762 -ORMAT (20X,1 DIRECT LATTICE INDEX NOT O.K. • ,10X,•NRM =*,I4,I0X, 
t) 1 NRC =' , 14, »NK = • , 14)
999 STOP 
END
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PROGRAM ^
^PAL*B AA»BB*TT
DIMENSION E(10),A(42,10),C(42,42,3)»AA<3),BB(3),CC(10,l0),TT(3)
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE MOMENTUN MATRIX ELEMENTS BETWEEN BLOCH STATE 
S.THE AVERAGED VALUE OF THE SOURE OF THE MATRIX IS ACTUALLY STORED.
MAXJT— NO. OF K POINTS IN BZ.* MD—  DIMENSION OF MATRIX.NBD—  NO. OF BAN 
DS.
MAX PT = 178 5 
M 0=42 
NBD-10
60 -ORMAT (1H1)
61 FORMAT (30X, ****** ** B.Z. POINT NO. = ’ »15 » 5X » ***********' , /)
DO 41 M=1, MAX’PT
READ IN ENERGY AND WAVE FUNCTION
DO 40 N=1,10
READ (3) E ( N )» ( A(L » N ),L=1? 42)
40 CONTINUE
READ THE P MATRIX SUMMED OVER DIRECT LATTICE FROM THE PREVIOUS PROGRAM.
READ(4) {(C(I,J,l),I=l,J),J=l,ND)
READ(4) ((C (I.J.2),I=1,J),J=1,ND)
READ(4) ((C(I»J»3)»I=1»J),J=1»ND)
30 FORMAT (1X,13F10.6)
31 FORMAT {/)
DO 420 J=1,24 
DO 420 1=1,J 
DO 420 K=1,3 
420 C(J,I,K)=C(I,J,K)
DO 421 J=25,42
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DO 421 I=25tJ 
DO 421 K=1» 3
421 C(J*I*K)=C(ItJtK)
DO 422 I = 1» 24
DO 422 J = 25»42
DO 422 K=1» 3
C(I *J,K)=-C(I *J»K)
C (J »I ♦ K )=C ( I»J f K )
422 CONTINUE
DO 49 N=1» NBD 
C L=9 IS FOR THE VALENCE BAND
L=9
DO 50 K = 1»3
50 BB(K)=0.
DO 44 1=1,MD 
DO 44 J=1,MD 
DO 45 K=113
FT(K)=A(I,N)*C(I,J»K)*A(J,L)
45 BB (K )=BB(K )+TT(K )
44 CONTINUE
DO 51 K = 1 »3
51 AA(K)=BB(K)S!SBB{K)
CC(N,L)=(AA(1)+AA(2 )+AA(3))/3.
IF (N.NE.8) GO TO 49
WRITE (6,26) M » N r L *(A A (K )» K = 11 3)» CC(N * L) 
49 CONTINUE
WRITE (1) (CC(NtL)» N=1 * 10)
41 CONTINUE
98 FORMAT (1X,10E13.5>
20 -ORMAT (19A4)
21 FORMAT (1X,2I6,F15.8,/,2(9(F14.6),/))
27 -o k mAT (4A4)
22 FORMAT(10X»2I5»E20»8)
25 FORMAT (21X*3I4.4E16.8)
999 STOP
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PROGRAM 7 •I* <*« «l> «•» «l» J* J# «V <J« J» «t« «A.' r T T ' t * ' r ' r ' r 'T ' r * r ' i * * r * ‘T * 'r 'r
INTEGER*? NP ( 34,34,34) ,KXX( 1785 ) , KYY ( 1785 ) ,K7.Z ( 1785 )
COMMON/LCS/GDK(1785,8,3)
01 MEN SI ON SW(1200),EN(1200),PW(1200),P2(1200),PW2(1200) 
DIMENSION BE(9),E(1785 , 8) ,WTT(1785),AE(1785),NPN(6),AM(9,9)
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE INTERBAND AND THE TOTAL OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY 
AND THE JOINT DENSITY OF STATES.
KL-NO. OF DIVISIONS, NB-NO. OF BANDS, A-LATTICE CONSTANTS, EMIN MINIMIIJM 
ENERGY SET, EP&LON-A SMALL ARBITRARY CONSTANT, DE-ENERGY INTERVAL 
NEMAX —  NO. OF FREOENCY POINTS CONSIDERED, NSPIN-NO USE HERE, NKPT- TOTAL 
NO. OF K POINTS, OPM-OPTICAL EFFECTIVE MASS RATIO, EF-FERMI ENERGY, CON- 
CONVERSI ON FACTOR TO THE CORRECT UNIT. GAMA-CONSTANT ADJUSTED TO FIT THE 
DRUDE TERM, WA2 FREE ELECTRON PLASMA FREQUENCY SQUARED, T AIJ-RELAXATI UN 
TIME IN SEC OBTAINED FROM GAMA
EN-ENERGY IN RY., EV-ENERGY IN E.V., SW-JOINT DENSITY OF STATES 
PW AND PW2 ARE THE INTERBAND OPTICAL CONDUCTIVITY WITHOUT AND WITH RELAX 
ATION EFFECTS RESPECTIVELY, DR AND P2 ARE THE DRUDE AND TOTAL CONDUCTIVI 
TY RESPECTIVELY.
C0MM0N/AR/ALX,ALY,ALZ,W1,W2,W3,W4,B2,B,NE,NPT DNST 70
22 -ORMAT <A4)
READ 15,10) KL,NB,A,EMIN,EPSLON,DE,NEMAX,NSPIN,NKPT DNST 80
10 -ORMAT(2I5»4F10.5,315) DNST 90
WRITE(6,11)KL,NB,A,EMIN,DE,NEMAX DNST 110
11 -ORMAT(1H ,*KX-LENGTH= ,*I2»5X»,N0.0F BANDS=•,I 2,5X,•LATTICE CONSTADNST 120 
INT = • » F6.3 » • A*,5X,•EMIN=«,F6.3,5X,•DE=‘,F8.5,5X,'NO.OF ENES=',I4,/
% / / / / )
NBN=NB-1 
0PM=1•480 
PI=3.141592653
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°IKL=PI/KL DNST 300
VN0RM={ A/(2.*PI ) >**3/2.
0MEGA=(A**3)/2.
SUR=2.*PI/0MEGA
CON = 3. / ( 0 •274074*5.2917 ) *10 •#*16 
EF=-0.167384 
C0NST=16.*PI/(2.*PI)**3 
2222 -ORMAT (20X,•RELAXATI ON TIME IN SEC AS DETERMINED FROM D.C. CONDUC 
STIVITY = * ,E15.5,/////>
WRITE (6,1122) CON 
1122 FORMAT (10X,' CONVERSION FACTOR = »,E16.8>
GAMA=0.0667/13.6049/2./PI 
WA2=(4.*PI*2)/(0PM*0.5*0MEGA)
TAU=0.98608E-14 
TAU =TAU*CON 
EPS = 2./TAIJ
WRITE (6,78) WA2,GAMA,OPM 
78 f=ORMAT‘ (10X, • WA2 = ' , F10 .6 , 10X , • GAMA = ' , F10 . 6 , 10X , • OP M = ',F10.6)
8=PI<L/A DNST 320
82=3*8 DNST 330
<L2=2*KL DNST 340
<LP2=KL+2 DNST 350
CALL GENPTS(KL,NP,KXX,KYY,KZZ,KLP2,NRPT) DNST 360
1100 CONTINUE DNST 370
C THE ENERGY DIFFERENCES BETWEEN THE BANDS UNDERGOING TRANSITION IS SPECIF
C I ED FOR EACH K POINT
00 40 M=1,NKPT 
READ(3) (BE(N ),N=l,9),EE
AE(M)=BE(9)
DO 13 N=1,NBN 
E(M,N)=BE(N)-8E(9)
13 CONTINUE 
40 CONTINUE
SUMWT=0.0 DNST 390
00 110 MPT = 1»NKPT DNST 400
<X=KXX(NPT) DNST 410
KY=KYY(NPT) DNST 420
<Z=KZZ(NPT) DNST 430
CALL WGT(KX»KY»KZ»KL,WT) DNST 440
WTT(N°T)=WT DNST 450
SUMWT=SUMWT+WT DNST 4ft 0
CALL NBRPT(KX,KY,KZtNPN»NP,KLP2) DNST 470-
c THE GRADIENT OF ENERGY DIFFERENCE ARE CALCULATED BY TAKE THE DIFFERENCE
c OF THE VALUES OF THE ADJCENT POINTS.
DO 120 L=ltMBN DNST 480
DO 122 IN=l»3
NIPT1=NPN(2*IN-1) DNST 500
NPT2=NPN{2*IN) DNST 510
121 GDK(NPT,L,IN)=ABS(E(NPT1,L )-E(NPT2,L ))/<4.*B) DNST 550
122 CONTINUE
120 CONTINUE DNST 670
110 CONTINUE DNST 680
WRITE(ft,45)SUMWT »VNORM,B DNST 750
45 ■=ORMAT( 1H0,10X,'SUM OF WE IGHTS=•,E12.5,15X,•VNORM=• 
I' B= ' ,F12.5,/////)
,F12.3,15 X , DNST 760
NBAD=0 DNST 790
DO 299 NE=1»NEMAX DNST 800
SW(NE)=0.0 DNST 810
PW(NE)=0.0
EN (NE)=EMIN+DE*(NE-1) DNST 820
299 CONTINUE DNST 830
EMAX=EN(NEMAX) DNST 840
SSS=0.0
DO 310 NPT=1,NKPT DNST 8 50
C READ IN THE MOMENTUN MATRIX ELEMENTS BETWEEN THE 
READ(4) (AM{N,9)» N=1,9 )
IF (AE(NPT).GT.EF) GO TO 310
BLOCH STATES.
C WRITE (ft,221) NPT,(AM(L,9),L=2,9)
221 FORMAT (lX,I4,5X,8E14.ft)
c
353
351
352 
642
C
C
SS=0.0
on 320 L=1»NBN 
SS=SS+AM(L*9)/E(NPTtL)
OEMAX=(GDK(NPTtL»1)+GDK(NPTtL»2)+GDK(NPT,L,3))*8
GDKM=SQRT{GDK(NPT,L ,1)**2+GDK(NPT»Lt2)**2+GDK(NPT,L,3) )
[P(GO<M .LT. l.E-10) GO TO 500
4LX=GDK(NPT»Ltl)/GDKM
ALY=GDK( NPT» L»2 ) /GOKM
ALZ=GDK(NPT,L»3)/GDKM
NOW ARRANGE SUCH THAT ALX .GE. ALY .GE. ALZ 
IF(ALY .GE. ALZ) GO TO 351 
ADD=AI_Y 
AI_Y = ALZ 
ALZ=AOO 
IF ( Al_X .GE.
AOD=ALX 
ALX=ALY 
ALY=AOD 
IF(ALY .LT.
CONTINUE
W1=8*ABS(ALX-ALY-ALZ)
W2=B*(ALX-ALY+ALZ)
W3=8*(ALX+ALY-ALZ)
W4=B*( ALX+ALY+ALZ )
CONTINUE
00 300 NE=1,NEMAX 
EE=EN{NE)
OEW=ABS(EE-E(NPT,L))
IF(DEW .GT. DEMAX) GO 
W=DEW/GDKM
IF{W .GT. W4) GO TO 300 
CALL AREA(W » S)
S IS THE AREA OF A PLANE OF CONSTANT 
THE SMALL UNIT CUBE IN K SPACE 
SW(NE)=SW(NE)+S*WTT(NPT)*VN0RM*48./GDKM
ALY) GO TO 352
ALZ) GO TO 353
TO 300
DNST 870 
DNST 890
DNST 910 
DNST 920 
DNST 930
940
950
960
970
980
990
ENERGY DIFFERENCE CUTTING
DNST 
DNST 
DNST 
DNST 
DNST 
DNST 
DNST1000 
DNST1010 
DNST1020 
DNST1030 
DNST1040 
DNST1050 
DNST1060 
DNST1070 
DNST1080 
DNST1090 
DNST1100 
DNST1110 
DNST1130 
DNST1140 
DNST1150 
DNST1230 
THROUGH T
PW ( NE ) =PW ( NE ) +S*WTT ( NPT ) *C0NST=«=48 ./GDKM*AM ( L ,9 )
300 CONTINUE DNST1260
GO TO 320 DNST1270
500 \IBAD=NRAD+1 DNST1280
WRITE(6,B3)(GQK(NPT,L,I),I=1t3),NPT,KXX{NPT),KYY(NPT),KZZ(NPT) DNST1290 
83 -ORMAT(1H ,3F12.5,2110*215) DNST1300
320 CONTINUE DNST1310
SSS=SSS+WTT(NPT)*SS
310 CONTINUE DNST1320
SSS=SSS*16.*PI/0MEGA/SUMWT 
PPP=2.0*PI/OMEGA 
C THE CALCULATION OF SPS IS FOR PURPOSE OF CHECK ONLY
SPS=SSS/PPP
WRITE (*,21*5) SSS,PPP,SPS 
00 370 NE=1,NEMAX 
370 PW(NE)=PW(NE)/EN(NE)
Tl=0 .0 
T2=0.0
00 111 KK = 1*600 
KKK=KK*2— 1 
LLL=KK*2 
T1=T1+PW(KKK)
I<= (LLL.EQ.1200) PW(LLL)=PW(LLL)/2.
T2=T2+PW(LLL )
111 CONTINUE 
T1=4.*T1 
T2=T2*2.
C THE PURPOSE OF SU IS TO CHECK THE SUM RULE APPROXIMATELY
SU=0E/3.*(T1+T2)
SUP=StJ/SUR 
PRINT 77
WRITE (6,2145) SU ,SUR,SUP 
2145 FORMAT (10X,'INTER8AND TRANSITION SUMMED OVER FREQUENCY =*,F15.5,
E) 1 OX , ' SUMRULE =' ,F10.5, F20.5,//)
998 WRITE(6,76)
C TAKE THE RELAXATION TIME EFFECT INTO THE INTERBAND TERM
DO 1001 J = l,NEMAX 
Tl=0.
T2=0.
00 1002 1=1tNEMAX 
Fl"TlIPW(I)»CON
Tl=Tl+PW(I)*CON/{(EN(I)-EN(J ))**2+EPS**2)*DE 
T2=T2+PW(I)*CON/((EN(I)+EN(J))**2+EPS**2)*DE 
1002 CONTINUE
JW2(J)=(T1+T2)*EPS/PI 
1001 CONTINUE 
•3RINT 77 
77 =ORMAT (/)
0ENHT=0.0 
00 296 NE=1,NEMAX 
OENHT=DENHT+SW(NE)*0E 
EV=13.6049*EN(NE)
PW(NE)=PW(NE)^CON
0R=( WA2/ ( EN(NE)**2+(2 .0*P I *GAMA )**2 ) )*GAMA/2.*C0N 
P2(N5)=DR+PW2(NE)
WRITE (11,445) EV,SW(NE)»PW(NE)»PW2(NE)»P2(NE)
IF (NE.GT.350.AND.NF.I.E. 1150) GO TO 296
WRITE (6,44) NE,EN(NE),EV,SW(NE),PW(NE),DR ,PW2(NE),P2(NE)
296 CONTINUE 
445 FORMAT (5A4)
999 CONTINUE
44 FORMAT (IX , 14, 2Fi 1 .5 , 2X , 2 E16 . 6 , 2X , 2E16 .6 , 4X , 3E20 .6 )
76 -ORMAT (1H1,6X,'ENERGY IN RY.AND E.V.',3X,'J.D.OF STATE',9X,•INTER 
SBAND TRANS.',9X,'DRUD BACKGROUND',04X,‘TOTAL CONDUCTIVITY')
STOP
END
DNST1580
DNST1590
DNST1600
DNST1620 
DNST1630
DNST1640 
DNST16 50
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101
102
103
104
100
SUBROUTINE NBRPTIKX, KYrKZtNPNtNP,KLD ) NBRP 10
INTEGER-2 NP(KLD,KI_D ,<L0) NBRP 20
DIMENSION NPN(6) ,KPP(6) NBRP 30
-OR GIVEN KXtKY,KZ GIVES PT. NO. QP ITS 6 NBRS.
<PP(I)=KX+1 NBRP 40
<PP(2)=KX-1 NBRP 50
<PP(3)=KY+1 NBRP 60
<PP(4)=KY-1 NBRP 70
<PP{5 )=KZ + 1 NBRP 80
<PP(4)=KZ-1 NBRP 90
no ioo m =i ,6 NBRP 100
<xo=<x NBRP 110
<YO=KY NBRP 120
<ZO=<Z NBRP 130
MM=(M+1J/2-2 NBRP 140
Ii=(MM)101,102tl03 NBRP 150
<XO=KPP(M) NBRP 160
GO TO 104 NBRP 170
<YO=KPP(M) NBRP 180
GO TO 104 NBRP 190
<ZO=KPP(M) NBRP 200
[=1ABS(KX0)+1 NBRP 210
J=IABS(KYO)+1 NBRP 220
<=IABS(KZ0)+1 NBRP 230
NPN{M )=NP{If J r K ) NBRP 240
CONTINUE NBRP 2 50
RETURN NBRP 260
END NBRP 270
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SUBROUTINE WGT(KX»<Yt<Z»KLtWT) WGT 10
c a l c u l a t e s  the w e i g h t f a c t o r s for p t s . in k - s p a c e . v a l u e e q u a l t o
1/MULTIPLICITY OF THE PT. EXTRA FACTOR OF 1/2 FOR EACH OUTER FACE 
AND 1/A FOR THEIR COMMON LINE.
<XY=<X+KY 
KMX=KL 
MKX=3/2*KL .
NW I = 1
IF(KX.EO.KZ) GO TO SO 
IFKY.EO.O) GO Tn 70 
I=(KZ.EQ.O) GO TO 30 .
I=KX.EQ.KY.0R.KY.E0.KZ) GO TO 50 
IF(KXY.EQ.KMX) NWI=NWI*2 
GO TO 90 
50 NWI=NWI-2
IF(<XY.EO.KMX.AND.KY.NE.KZ) NWI=NWI*2 
IF(KXY.EQ.KMX.AND.KY.EQ.KZ) NWI=NWI*3 
GO TO 90 
60 NWI=6
IF(KXY.EQ.KMX) NWI=NWI*4 
IF(KX.EO.O) NWI=NWI*8 
GO TO 90 
70 NWI=8
IF(KX.EQ.KMX) NWI=NWI*6 
GO TO 90 
80 NW1=2
IF(KX.EQ.KY) NWI=NWI*2 
IF(KXY.EQ.KMX) NWI =NW I =5=2 
90 WT=1./FLOAT!NWI)
RETURN WGT 120
END WGT 130
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SUBROUTINE GENPTS(KL»NP,KXX»KYY,KZZ»KLQ»NKPT) GENP 10
INTEGER-2 NP { KLD, KLD,KLQ ) , KXX { NKPT ) , KYY ( NKPT ) , KZZ ( NKPT ) GENP 20
C GENERATES POINT NO. FOR A GIVEN KX,KY,KZ VALUES ALSO KX,KY,KZ VALUES FOR
C A GIVEN PT. NO.»INCLUDING PTS AS NEIGHBORS OF PTS IN 1/48TH SUBZONE
KA=<L+1 GENP 30
<B=KL+2
<L2 = 2*KL.
<M=3-<L/2 GENP 40
00 2 I = 1»K L U GENP 50
00 2 J = 1»KLD GENP 60
00 2 <=1»KLD GENP 70
NIP ( I , JtK)=0 GENP 80
NPT=0 GENP 90
00 1 I = 1 » '<A GENP 100
00 I J=1,I GENP 110
00 1 <=1»J GENP 120
<T=I+J+K—3 GENP 130
KTT=I+J—2
IF(KT .GT. KM) GO TO 1 GENP 140
IF (<TT.GT.KD GO TO 1
NPT=NPT+1 GENP 150
NP(It J » K )=NPT GENP 160
NP(I»K»J)=NPT GENP 170
NP{J»<*I)=NPT GENP 180
NP(J . Ir K )=NPT GENP 190
NP(K»I»J )=NPT GENP 200
NP(K t J »I)=NPT GENP 210
KXX(NPT)=I— 1 GENP 220
<YY(NPT)=J—1 GENP 230
KZZ(Nl3T)=K— 1 GENP 240
CONTINUE GENP 250
00 5 1=1,KB
00 5 J=1,I GENP 270
00 5 <=1,J GENP 280
<T=I+J+K—3 GENP 290
179
KTT=I+J—2
<N=KL+3
<CC=I+J
[P KCC.EQ.KN) GO TO 4 
GO TO 5
4 IP (J.EQ.l.AND.K.EQ.l) GO TO 3 
<XP=IABS(I-1—KL)
<YP=IABS(J-l-KL)
NP(I*J»K)=NP(KXP+L*KYP+I,K)
NP(J»I »K)=NP(KYP+I»KXiJ + l»K)
NP(IJ)=NP(KXP+1,K»KYP+1)
NP(J* <»I)=NP(KYP + I»KtKXP + l) 
NP(K,I,J)=NP(K,KXP+1,KYP+1) 
NPIKtJ»I)=NP(K,KYP+l»<XP+l)
GO TO 5 
3 KXO = I ABS( I-I-KI.2)
NPI I*J»K)=NP(KXO + l» J ♦ K )
5 CONTINUE 
RETURN 
END
GENP 450 
GENP 460
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U# wU «W *V J# «u «y»r^ v<r*»‘»r*r*i4,r*'r'i%*r'rt,ir PROGRAM 8 «U «l# J« «U 0« U# J# «U U/ J# J#
DIMENSION E(15)»AA(15,15),AM(15,15),OM(15,15),PM(15»15),C(42,15) 
COMMON KX » KY,KZ,<L,WT
THIS PROGRAMS CALCULATES THE IONIC POLAR IZABILITY
NB- NO. OF BANDS, A-I.ATTICE CONSTANT, EF-FERMI ENERGY
NB= 10 
ATP 1=0.0 
0MC=0.0 
ATP = 0 .0 
ATT=0.0 
SWT1=0.0 
SWT=0.0
A=6.59712 LI
OMEGA=A**3/2.0
PI=3.1415926539
EF=-0.168973 LI
C0NST=128.*PI/OMEGA
KL=32
<A=KL+1
<M=3*<L/2
NPT=0
DO 1 1=1,KA 
DO I J=1,I 
00 1 <=1,J 
<T=I+J+K—3 
<TT=I+J-2
I=(KT .GT. KM) GO TO 1 
IF (KTT.GT.KL) GO TO 1 
NPT=NPT+1 
KX=I-1
181
<Y=J— 1 
<7-<—L
C READ IN ENERGY VALUE AT EACH K POINT
READ(3) (E (N ),N=1* 10)
CALL WGT 
WTT=WT 
TTT=0.0 
TER=0.0
C READ IN MOMENTUN MATRIX ELEMENTS
READ (A) ((AM(N,L)*L=1*N),N=1*NB)
DO 22 N=1,NB 
DO 22 L = 1 * N 
G 1 = AM ( N * L )
AM(L *N)=AM(N*L)
22 CONTINUE 
24 CONTINUE
00122 N=1»NR 
00 122 L= 9,10 
IP (E(N).LT.EF) GO TO 122 
IP (E(L).GT.EF) GO TO 122 
EDF=A8S(E(L)-E(N))
C SET UP A CRITERION TO AVOID SINGULARITY BY TRIAL AND TEST
IF (EDF.LE.0.1E-04) GO TO 122 
IF (E(N).LE.E(L)) GO TO 122 
OM(N,L)=(E(N)-E(L))**3 
TTT=TTT+AM{N ,L )/OM{N ,L )
IF (L.EQ.9 ) GO TO 122 
TER=TER+AM(N,L)/OM{N,L)
122 CONTINUE
111 FORMAT (10X,3 I 5, ' EOF =»,E20.8)
100 FORMAT (IX*I 10,E20.3)
SWT1=SWT1+WTT
ATT=ATT+WTT*TTT
ATP = ATP+WTT=!£TER v
T6R1=0.0
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TER2=0.0
ic t E(9 ).GT.EF) GO TO 1 
00 2 'M = 1,9
i _ = 9
PM(N» L )=£(L)-E(N)
IP (ABS(PM(N,L)).LE.0.1E-04) GO TO 2 
PM2=JM(N»L)-*2 
OM(N,L)=(E(N)-E(L)>**3 
TER1=TER1+AM(N,L)/OM(N,L)
2 CONTINUE
ATP1=ATP1+WTT*TER1 
SWT = SWT+WTT 
I CONTINUE
WRITE (ft,1132) ATP,ATP1 
1132 -ORMAT (10X » 3E20.8)
ATT=ATT*C0NST/SWT1 
ATP=ATP*C0NST/SWT1 
ATP 1=CONST*ATP 1/SWT 1 
WRITE (ft,35) SWT1,SWT 
PRINT AO
WRITE (ft,37) ATT 
37 PORMAT (20X,'TOTAL ATOMIC POLARIZIBILITY =',F12.ft)
PRINT 40
WRITE (ft,34) ATP 
PRINT 40
WRITE (ft,36) ATP1 
40 PORMAT (///)
3ft FORMAT (20X,' ATOMIC POLARIZABILITY DUE TO CONDUCTION ELECTRON =', 
S)F10.ft)
35 FORMAT (30X,' TOTAL SUM OF WTS = »,2F20.ft)
34 FORMAT (20X,'ATOMIC POLAR IZABILITY DUE TO CORE ELECTRONS =',F12.6) 
32 FORMAT (1X,'BZ»P0INT=',I4,5X,'BAND = ' ,I 4,BX,•RECIPROCAL OF EFFECT 
SIV6 MASS =',F12.ft,10X,'EFFECTIVE MASS=',F12.A,/)
30 FORMAT (19A4)
31 FORMAT (A4)
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33 FORMAT (315,10X,4E20.8) 
STOP 
END
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•ff*rTTTi**r‘r¥*i**rn*T,r*i» PROGRAM 9
01 MtENS I ON TT1 ( 9 ) ,TT2 ( 9 ) »TT3 ( 9 ) , XT (9 ) , XT2 ( 9 ) , XT3 { 9 ) ,YT1(9),YT2(9),
*YT3(9)
01 MENS I ON EPSH400) ,EP S2( 400 )»ELSF(400) ,EV(400) ,EN(400) ,TER(400)
JD*T6RM3(400),AM(10»10),E(10),0M(10,10),ET(100),ELOS(100),WN(200)
COMMON KX»KY,KZ » KL,WT
THIS PROGRAM CALCULATES THE FREOEMCY DEPENDENT DIELECTRIC FUNCTION AND 
THE ENERGY LOSS FUNCTION
A-I.ATTICE CONSTANT, EF-FERMI ENERGY, OPM- OPTICAL EFFECTIVE MASS RATIO, 
DE-ENERGY INTERVAL, NEMAX-NO OF N
DE-ENERGY INTERVAL, NEMAX-NO OF ENERGY INTERVAL CONSIDERED,HB-A CONSTANT 
SERVED AS ACONVERSION FACTOR,EPS1-REAL PART OF THE DIELECTRIC FUNCTIO 
N, EPS2-IMAGI NARY PART OF THE DIELECTRIC FUNCTION, NB-NO. OF BANDS,
KL- NO. OF DIVISIONS,ELSF- ENERGY LOSS FUNCTION
READ (5,32) A,EF,0PM,EM IN,DE,NEMAX 
NEMAX=400
32 FORMAT (5F10.6,110)
WRITE (6,33) A,EF,OPM,EMIN,DE,NEMAX 
SWT=0.0
0MEGA=A**3/2.0 
PI=3.1415926539 
HB=6.5817*1.E-16
34 FORMATt10X,'FREE ELECTRON MODEL PLASMA FREQEUNCY =',F10.6,' E.V.')
222 FORMAT (6A4)
33 =ORMAT (5X,1 A =•,F10.6,3X,•FERMI E =',F10.6,3X,‘OPTICAL MASS =•,
5)F 10.6 , ' E MIN =',F10.6,3X, ' DE = • , F10 .6 , 3X , • NEMAX =',I6,5X)
WA2=4.*PI*2/(OMEGA*0PM*0.5)
WA=S0RT(WA2)-13.6 049 
C0NST=128.*PI/0MEGA 
WRITE (6,34) WA
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C READ IN REAL CONDUCTIVITY SGMl
00 299 NE=1»NEMAX
R = AD(1,222) EE»EV(NE)*G1»G2tG3»SGMl 
EPS2(NE)=SGMl*4.*oi*HR/EV(NE)
EN(NE)=EV(NE)/13.6049 
TERM3(NE)=0.0 
299 CONTINUE 
NB = 10 
<L=32 
<A=KL+1 
<M=3*KL/2 
NPT=0
00 I I = 1 * KA
on i j = i ,i 
on i <=i,j
<T=I+J+K—3 
<TT=I+J-2
IP(KT .GT. KM) GO TO 1
IP (KTT.GT.KL) GO TO I
NPT=NPT+1
KX=I-I
<Y=J—I
KZ=K— I
C READ IN ENERGY AND MOMENTUN MATRIX ELEMENTS
READ (3) (E(N )♦N=1,NB)
READ(14) ((AM(N ♦L) * L=1»N)»N=1»NB)
CALL WGT 
WTT=WT 
SWT=SWT+WTT 
00 22 N=1tNB 
00 22 L=1tN 
Gl=AM(N,L)
AM(L»N)=AM(N»L)
22 CONTINUE
00 297 NE=l,NEMAX
18 
6
297 TER(NE)=0.0 
00122 N=l,9 
00 122 l_ = 9* NB 
0M(N,L)=(E(L)-E(N))
[-= (E(N).LT.EF) 0 0 TO 122 
IF (E(L).GT.EF) 00 TO 122 
EDF=A8S(F(L)-E(N))
C SET IJP A CRITERION TO AVOID SINGULARITY BYTRIAL AND TEST
IF (EQF.LE..5E-03) 00 TO 123 
00 298 NE=1,NEMAX 
pp=EN(NE)**2-OM(N,L)**2 
IF (A8S(PP).LT..2E-1) 00 TO 124 
BB=AM{N,L)/OMCN,L)/PP 
TER(NE)=TER(NE)+BB •
00 TO 298 
124 CONTINUE 
3934 -ORMAT (50X,415,2E20.8)
298 CONTINUE 
00 TO 122
123 WRITE (8,3933) NPT ,N,L,EDF,AM(N,L )
3933 FORMAT (1X,315,2E20.8)
122 CONTINUE 
1114 -ORMAT (1X,4I6,4E20.8)
00 298 NE = 1»NEMAX 
298 TERM3(NE)=T£RM3(NE)+WTT*TER(NE)
1 CONTINUE 
30 -ORMAT (19A4)
00 300 NE=1,NEMAX 
TTRM3=CONST*TERM3(NEJ/SWT
TERM2=WA2/EN(NE)**2
EPS1(ME)=1.-TERM2+TTRM3
ELSF(NE)=EPS2(NE)/(EPS1(NE)**2+EPS2(NE)**2)
WRITE (6,444) NE,EN(NE),EY(NE),TERM2.TTRM3,EPS 1(NE),EPS2(NE),ELSF 
t) (NE)
WRITE (10,411) EV(NE),EPS1(NE),EPS2(NE),ELSF(NE)
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300 CONTINUE
V+4 -ORMAT (1X,I5,2F12.6,5E20.R)
411 -ORMAT (4A4)
C PLOT DIELECTRIC FUNCTION AND ENERGY LOSS FUNCTION ON PAPER
<=0
OD 5 M=1,100 
00 6 1=1,4 
<=K + l 
6 CONTINUE 
ET(M )=EV(K )
E LOS(M )=ELSF(K )
5 CONTINUE 
PRINT 333
DATA TT1/36HREAL DIELECTRIC FUNCTION /
DATA YT1/36HEPSL0N1 /
DATA XT1/36HENERGY IN E.V. /
CALL PLOTK EV,EPS 1,-100,2,TT1,XT1,YT1)
PRINT 333
OATA TT2/36HIMAG. DIELECTRIC FUNCTION /
DATA YT2/3AHEPSL0N2 /
OATA XT2/36HENERGY IN E.V. /
CALL PL0T1(EV,EPS2,-100,2,TT2.XT2.YT2)
PRINT 333
OATA TT3/36HENERGY LOSS FUNCTION /
OATA YT3/36HENERGY LOSS /
OATA XT3/36HENERGY IN E.V. /
CALL PL0T1(ET.ELOS,-100,2,TT3,XT3,YT3)
333 -ORMAT (1H1)
STOP
END 188
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